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INTERNATIONAL WINE CHALLENGE  
 

2020 
 

2 Trophées 
 

8 Médailles d’0r 

Grands-Echezeaux Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 
Medaille d’or 

95 points  
 

Echezeaux Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 
Medaille d’or 

95 points  
 

Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Malconsorts domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 
Medaille d’or 

95 points  
 

Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Sorbets 2018 
Medaille d’or 

95 points  
 

Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru Domaine du Pavillon 2018 
Medaille d’or 

95 points  
 

Meursault 1er Cru Les Charmes Domaine du Pavillon 2018 

Medaille d’or 

95 points  
 

Beaune 1er Cru Clos des Mouches Domaine du Pavillon 2018 
Medaille d’or 

95 points  

Trophée International 
du Meilleur Vin Bio 

 

Trophée du meilleur Volnay 
 

Médaille d’Or 
 

pour le Volnay 1er Cru Les Santenots 
Domaine du Pavillon 2018  

 

Novembre 
2020 
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2018 Gevrey-Chambertin “Les Evocelles” Domaine du Clos Frantin: 89 
A fresh high-toned nose features notes of essence of red currant, cherry and wafting floral nuances along with a hint of 
wood. There is unusually good volume for Evocelles along with solid mid-palate density to the saline-suffused flavors that 
culminate in an impressively long if slightly chewy finish. Still, this old school effort is a very good villages provided you have 
the patience to give it at least a few years of cellaring first. 2026+  
 

2018 Fixin 1er Cru “Clos de la Perrière”: 91 
(from purchased fruit). Discreet wood and restrained aromas of both red and dark berries, earth and a whiff of spice serve as 
a pretty introduction to the delicious, intense and concentrated medium-bodied flavors that coat the palate with sap that 
also serves to buffer the balanced and lightly stony finale. This youthfully austere effort should reward a decade plus of 
cellaring. 2028+ 
 

2018 Nuits St.-Georges 1er Cru  “Chaînes Carteaux”: 90 
Here the equally expressive nose combines moderately high-toned notes of various red berries, pomegranate and lavender 
scents, all of which is trimmed in soft oak and earth. The racy and solidly intense medium-bodied flavors possess very good 
detail along with slightly more evident acidity on the stony, serious finale. 2030+ 
 

2018 Morey St. Denis 1er Cru “Les Sorbets”: 91 
Here the slightly more expressive nose of red currant, plum and earth is more floral-suffused. There is a slightly more 
sophisticated mouthfeel to the middle weight flavors thanks to the relatively fine-grained tannins shaping the markedly saline 
and refreshing finish. 2030+ 
 

2018 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru “Les Chabiots”: 92 
A deft application of wood is present on the cool but ripe array that is comprised by appealingly elegant notes of essence of 
plum, red currant and a dollop of various spice elements. There is fine volume to the attractively textured and mouth coating 
flavors that are at once refined while flashing focused power on the delicious and solidly persistent finish. 2030+ 
 

2018 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru “Les Amoureuses”: 93 
A markedly spicy and slightly more elegant nose is both quite pretty and floral in character with just a touch of wood toast to 
the mostly red currant-scented aromas. The ultra-refined, sleek and lacy middle weight flavors that possess a velvety 
mouthfeel that contrasts with the firm and youthfully austere finale that is very well balanced. This lovely effort should amply 
reward medium to even longer-term patience. 2033+ 
 

2018 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru “Les Malconsorts” Domaine du Clos Frantin: 92 
(from a large 1.76 ha parcel). There is good volume and muscle as well as an attractive underlying tension to the intensely 
mineral-driven medium weight plus flavors that deliver excellent punch and drive to the lingering if grippy finale. This is 
presently very firmly structured and while by no means hard, it will need all of 12 to 15-ish years or so for the tannins to fully 
resolve. 2036+ 
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2018 Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin: 94 
(from a .72 ha parcel). A distinctly earthy nose speaks of red currant and spiced plum that is trimmed in soft touches of 
game and wood. The delicious, detailed and vibrant larger-scaled flavors terminate in a saline, youthfully austere and 
serious finish. This old school effort is quite good though it’s definitely a wine to buy and forget somewhere in the back 
of your cellar. 2039+ 
 

2018 Echézeaux Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin: 93 
(from a .99 ha parcel in Champs Traversin). A notably ripe and very spicy nose combines notes of cassis, blue berry, 
violet and sandalwood. The seductive and velvet-textured middle weight flavors possess both good volume and plenty 
of sappy dry extract that mostly buffers the firm tannic spine shaping the balanced if youthfully austere finish that 
exhibits outstanding length. This too is very good and will need extended patience. 2033+ 
 

2018 Grands-Echézeaux Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin: 93 
(from a .6 ha parcel). A more restrained nose features equally spicy and more floral-infused aromas that include 
lavender and rose petal. The exceptionally rich and full-bodied flavors possess very good power and muscle while the 
copious sap coats the palate on the firm, saline, very compact and built-to-age finale. Once again this is very serious 
and clearly in need of extended patience. 2038+ 
 

2018 Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru: 93 
(from Charmes proper and Mazoyères). A decidedly reserved if not mute nose reflects notes of cassis, plum liqueur, 
earth and suggestions of the sauvage, all of which is trimmed in just enough wood to warrant mentioning. The round 
and nicely voluminous middle weight plus flavors possess an enveloping mouthfeel as well as very fine length on the 
firm finish. This is a big Charmes and will need ample patience if you wish to see it at its apogee. 2038+ 
 

2018 Chambertin Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin: 94 
A brooding nose features mostly cool and reserved dark berry fruit, earth and freshly turned earth aromas. The rich 
broad-shouldered flavors possess excellent punch and minerality while flashing obvious muscle on the stony, chiseled 
and powerful finish. Like the Grands Ech, this is going to need considerable time to shed its very firm tannic shell. 
2039+ 
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2018 REDS from Côte de Nuits 

Anne Krebiehl MW 

2018 Latricières-Chambertin Grand Cru: 96  
This wine's reluctant nose gives away only a tender red-fruit note. The palate comes in with 
shy poise, clinging to fresh, tart red-cherry fruit on a concentrated body. It is svelte and 
toned, yet steely in its concentration and intent. As of yet, the wine is unyielding, but this is 
why it is so full of promise. A wonderful balance just comes down on the side of freshness 
while the warmth of 2018 broods like a genie yet to be released.  
 

2018 Clos de la Roche Grand Cru: 96 
Black-cherry hints on the nose have an intriguing note of smoked meat, but that is all this 
wine gives away for now. The palate also shows cherry fruit, but it is fresher, caught amid a 
fine-boned, filigreed structure of almost fragile tannin that nonetheless holds firm. There is 
grace and grandeur in equal measure, centered around a core of pure fruit, framed in vivid 
freshness and concentration.  
 

2018 Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin: 95 
The freshness of ripe, tart cherry is pervasive on the aromatic nose of this wine, backed by 
slightly toasty oak. Cherry notes get creamier on the palate where ripeness and freshness 
meet at a perfect juncture, favoring brightness just a little bit more. Fine tannins weave a 
firm, still slightly crunchy web but that is where the aromatic cherry hides, only to burst forth 
with freshness. It's elegant, concentrated, aromatic and smooth.  
 

2018 Echezeaux Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin: 95 
Tentative hints of red currant and red cherry escape from this wine's shy nose. The palate 
adds hints of flinty reduction as well as subtle creaminess that cushions the firm stucture. 
Wonderful freshness highlights fine-boned tannins that are firm and filigreed in equal 
measure. A concentrated core radiates red-berry tartness and aroma heightened by the 
freshness of this svelte but well-cut wine. 
 

2018 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Malconsorts Domaine du Clos Frantin: 95 
Red cherry and a touch of smoke are subdued on the wine's shy nose. The palate is equally 
restrained, concentrated but with depth that has inherent grace. Firm tannins still crunch, 
but every crackle of that sinuous texture holds more perfume and more cherry. The body is 
taut and toned. All is framed with freshness and will only get better over the years.  
 

2018 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Petite Chapelle: 94 
The black and red cherry aromas of this wine are suffused with overtones of dark peony and 
faint cocoa. The palate whirls them up in a sweep of freshness that underlines the rounded, 
red fruit kissed by a touch of vanilla. Slight tannins have a pleasant, subtle crunch and reveal 
that underneath all this pleasure rests depth, concentration and structure.  
 

2018 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Chabiots: 94 
The shy nose of this wine only reveals tentative notes of tart red fruit backed by a little oaky 
toastiness. The palate comes in with density, a tight, fine tannic web that accentuates the 
sinuous curve of the wine. Notes of ripe red cherry with purity and brightness makes this 
wine elegant and suave.  

Cellar Selection 
 

96 

 

Editor’s Choice 
 

 

95 
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Anne Krebiehl MW 
2018 REDS from Côte de Nuits 

 

2018 Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Château-Gris: 94 
Smoke and a toasty glint of oak heighten the cherry notions of this wine with their aroma. The palate also uses oak to 
frame the fruit, which is juicy, ripe and rounded but vividly fresh. A firm yet pliable frame of ripe tannins assures this 
wine's structured future. The wine strikes a lovely balance and the finish reunites resonant notions of cherry, smoke and 
oak.  
 

2018 Fixin 1er Cru Clos de la Perrière: 94 
Cherry and fresh cream mix with woodsmoke on the aromatic nose of this wine. The palate continues in this creamy vein, 
presenting dense, ripe cherry fruit on a finely textured palate pervaded by freshness. This gives the cherry notes an 
alluring Morello aspect, adding to the rich but toned verve of this wine.  
 

2018 Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Sorbets: 94 
Ripe, dark cherry can just about be made out on the nose of this wine, but it seems distant. On the palate, the full, 
sumptuous purity and freshness of the fruit come to the fore. Nothing is overdrawn, all is harmonious. Silky tannins 
accentuate the sinuous depth of the fruit while subtle freshness highlights the pristine, elegant fruit. Lovely now, the wine 
is certain to evolve. Drink 2025–2035.  
 

2018 Vosne-Romanée Domaine du Clos Frantin: 94 
In this wine, rounded notes of ripe, aromatic cherry immediately promise ripeness. They are edged with a conifer perfume 
that promises freshness. The palate blends these notions and while the red-cherry fruit is aromatic, brightness and 
freshness win over. Toned and finely textured, the palate offers silky, juicy tannins that lend real poise.  
 

2018 Gevrey-Chambertin Les Murots Domaine du Clos Frantin: 93 
Subtle but pure notes of red cherry characterize the nose on this wine, adding lovely notions of iron oxide and petrichor. 
The palate falls into step with the same tart and shimmering fruit intensity, spreading a web of firm but ripe tannin and 
pervading the ripeness with fresh energy. It's a complex, aromatic and elegant wine.  
 

2018 Gevrey-Chambertin Les Evocelles: 92 
Hints of both milk chocolate and vanilla flash on the nose of this wine before ripe red cherry takes center stage. The palate 
then frames the red-cherry ripeness with juicy freshness, while notions of vanilla and mocha add a richer spin. It finishes 
fresh, with palpable tannin and rounded, ripe fruit.  
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Anne Krebiehl MW 

2018 Corton Grand Cru Clos des Maréchaudes Domaine du Pavillon: 97  
A hint of woodsmoke combines with this wine's shy aromas of black cherry. The palate comes 
in with surprising grace and svelteness, presenting a filigreed but firm structure. Cherry 
aromas shimmering with Morello and Amarena are expressed against that frame, crunching 
slightly and heightened by vivid freshness. This wine has compact, elegant power and 
inherent conviction. Drink through 2050. 
 

2018 Pommard 1er Cru Les Rugiens Domaine du Pavillon: 95 
The rounded ripeness of red cherry is evoked on this wine's subtle nose. On the almost 
sumptuous palate, cherry notes are bedded in creaminess on a body that has the texture of 
starched velvet. This wine is firm and muscular, but the tannins will eventually yield 
gracefully. Power and concentration are aligned with poise.  
 

2018 Volnay Les Santenots 1er Cru Domaine du Pavillon: 94 
The toasty gloss of oak surrounds cherry notes on this wine's nose. Cherry becomes 
rounder, riper and more luscious on the palate, meeting the richness of the oak. 
Underneath it all, freshness highlights the red streaks of cherry while fine tannins lend a 
graceful structure.  
 

2018  Aloxe-Corton 1er Cru Clos des Maréchaudes Domaine du Pavillon: 92 
A touch of vanilla with a hint of dill gives aromatic spin to cherry notes on the nose of this 
wine. The palate has a juicy core that is vibrant with ripe but tart red-cherry fruit. All this 
happens on a concentrated body where fine tannins weave a filigree structure. This wine is 
assertive and elegant in equal measure. 

Cellar Selection 

 

2018 REDS from Côte de Beaune 
 

97 

2018 Pommard Clos des Ursulines Domaine du Pavillon: 92 
All this shy wine reveals on its nose are a few notes of cold ash that mix with hints of cherry. The palate comes in with 
textured freshness and spry tannins that still give a little crunch. Freshness gives this a vivacious, crunchy midpalate.  
 

2018 Savigny-Les-Beaune 1er Cru Les Peuillets: 92 
The shy nose on this wine shows gentle notes of peony over hints of red-cherry fruit. The palate has that same tenderness 
but then reveals a richer backdrop of ripe, dark cherry. Slight tannins crunch pleasantly while freshness frames all. This wine 
strikes an easy but elegant balance.  
 

2018 Chassagne-Montrachet: 91 
There almost is a sense of berry candy along with expressive strawberry and raspberry notes on the nose of this wine. The 
same fruit is toned down but enlivened by freshness on the vivid palate where fine tannins brush gently and produce a tiny 
bit of crunch. On the finish, it is mouthwatering, fruity and fresh.  
 

2018 Meursault Domaine du Pavillon: 91 
A touch of toasty oak, pine resin lift and ripe red cherry combine into a very appetizing nose on this wine. Oaky smokiness 
continues to envelope that cherry fruit, adding a brooding sense to the dark juiciness. Tannins brush and are drying on the 
palate, adding backbone and firmness that frames the fruit perfectly.  
 

2018 Beaune Clos de l’Ermitage: 91 
Gentle red-fruit notes have the slightest sheen of vanilla on this wine's nose. The palate offers the full-fruited intensity of 
ripe cherry, propelled by vivid freshness. A touch of heat and mocha play on the finish.  
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Anne Krebiehl MW 

2018 REDS from Côte de Beaune 
 

2018 Beaune Les Epenottes Domaine du Pavillon: 91 
Black-cherry notes are as vivid and ripe on the nose of this wine as they are on the palate. They have a slight coating of 
smoke but are framed in juicy, rounded freshness. The body is light and almost playful, yet anchored by fine, firm tannins. 
It's an understated wine with purity and verve.  
 

2018 Chorey-les-Beaune: 91 
Vivid liftedness brings red-currant and forest berry to the fore on the perfumed nose of this wine. The palate also has 
supercharged aromatics, wrapping notions of crushed forest fruit with slight smoke. The palate is tart and juicy, bringing a 
joyous purity of fruit edged with overtones of conifer and surrounded by a lively but tender crunch of tannin.  
 

2018 Santenay Les Charmes: 90 
The nose on this wine is subtle but toasty oak and ripe cherry rise from the glass and create the first impression on the 
palate. The wine has freshness and concentration, pitching cherry juiciness against mellow oak. Slightly crunchy tannins 
complete the picture.  
 

2018 REDS from Côte Chalonnaise 
 

2018 Mercurey 1er Cru Champs Martin Domaine Adélie: 93 
In this wine, a tinge of cinnamon on the red, tart cherry nose and hint of licorice lend spice and interest. The palate homes 
in on the bright, cherry note, exquisite in its tart freshness, and surrounds it with subtle woodsmoke. Fine tannins are 
slightly drying while freshness is pervasive and illuminating.  
 

2018 Mercurey En Pierre Milley Domaine Adélie: 92 
Red-fruited scent strafes the nose with a vivid hint of raspberry, accompanied by pinewood and a touch of toasty oak. The 
palate on this wine is smooth and concentrated, but retains that high note of bright raspberry while the backdrop gets a 
little smokier. This is an elegant wine with fine tannins and quite some structure. The freshness is remarkable for 2018.  
 

2018 Givry Champ La Dame: 90 
The shy nose on this wine gives little away but the palate offers ripe, red-fruited freshness. Slender and fresh, the body is 
bright with red cherry and red currant highlights. Fine tannins have only the slightest crunch. This wine has bags of charm 
and a real sense of purity.  
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 Novembre 2020 

Les vins : des blancs consensuels et soignés, dominés par un boisé qui 

libère de petites notes de glace à la pistache, et des rouges fins, qui se 

montrent eux aussi marqués par des touches lardées et fumées. 

 

Meursault 1er Cru Les Charmes Domaine du Pavillon 2018 

91/100 

Bouche plus vive que charnue, qui devrait aller loin en terme d’équilibre. 

 

Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru Domaine du Pavillon 2018 

93/100 

Construit dans le même esprit, il faut lui laisser le temps de déployer ses 

ailes. 

 

Pommard Clos des Ursulines Domaine du Pavillon 2018  

89/100 

Un Pommard qui plaira au plus grand nombre avec de la fraîcheur en 

bouche, de jolis tanins fins.  

 

Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Malconsorts Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 

91/100 

Il offre une trame typée, un nez de fusain qui s’estompe avec l’aération.  

 

Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 

93/100 

Grand vin de garde, il est bien équilibré par la richesse de son fruit. 

 

Echezeaux Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 

93/100 

Le plus beau vin de la série, magnifié par une bouche douce et gracieuse, 

une belle sensation de douceur due à des tanins parfaitement mûrs. 

Sous le blason Albert Bichot, on retrouvera les vins de six domaines : Long-

Depaquit à Chablis, le Clos Frantin et Château-Gris en Côte de Nuits, le 

Domaine du Pavillon en Côte de Beaune, le Domaine Adélie en Côte 

Chalonnaise et le Domaine du Rochegrès en Beaujolais. Chacune de ces 

structures possède son propre outil de vinification et des équipes dédiées, 

placées sous la houlette du directeur technique général, Alain Serveau. 
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Les vins 

Chablis Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 

89/100 

Matière saine, généreuse mais équilibrée dans le précoce Chablis, 

qui fait une très honorable entrée de gamme. 

 

Chablis 1er Cru Montmains Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 

92/100 

Profil frais et sain qui séduit par son intensité et sa droiture. 

 

Chablis 1er Cru Les Vaucopins Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 

92/100 

Nez de coquille d’huître, vin ample et accessible prolongé de 

saveurs de poivre blanc. 

 

Chablis Grand Cru Les Blanchots Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 

94/100 

Belle fraîcheur anisée, matière nuancée et pure, à l’allonge 

lancinante : l’austérité raffinée du cru est perceptible. 

 

Chablis Grand Cru Les Preuses Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 

93/100 

Notes un peu beurrées au nez, matière patinée et lisse. 

 

Chablis Grand Cru Les Vaudésirs Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 

94/100 

Saveurs de zeste d’agrumes et d’herbes séchées dans l’imposant 

Les Vaudésirs, vin ferme doté de mâche et de bons amers en finale. 

 

Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 

94/100 

Convaincant, nerveux et tonique, richement doté en extrait sec, 

avec une finale caillouteuse et persistante. Intense, pénétrant, 

vigoureux. 

 

Chablis Grand Cru Moutonne Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 

95/100 

La Moutonne surpasse ses pairs en profondeur et en intensité. Le 

caractère solaire du millésime reste très contenu dans ce vin de 

grande garde. 

 Novembre 2020 

Maison beaunoise bien connue, Albert Bichot est propriétaire à 

Chablis du Domaine Long-Depaquit, établi sur une prestigieuse 

palette de crus, dont le grand cru La Moutonne en monopole, 

bénéficiant de l’exposition la plus solaire de l’appellation. Les vins 

expriment souvent une rondeur et une générosité qui les rendent 

accessible jeunes. 
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Wine Spectator 

VINTAGE 2018 
 

Côte de Nuits wines 
 

Taster: Bruce Sanderson 

95 ALBERT BICHOT Latricières-Chambertin Grand Cru 2018 
Intensely aromatic, offering graphite-tinged currant, cherry, strawberry and earth flavors. Its texture is 
silky and the finish well-defined, even racy and long, echoing the fruit and mineral components. Best 
from 2022 through 2040. (Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 
 

93 ALBERT BICHOT Echezeaux Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 
A densely packed, fruity style, this boasts macerated cherry, raspberry, vanilla and toast flavors. It feels 
balanced for the most part, with chalky tannins lining the finish that should integrate in a year or two. 
Vibrant and long. Best from 2023 through 2038. (Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 
 

93 ALBERT BICHOT Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 
The initial aroma is the sweet, spicy oak, yet there is a core of pure cherry, black currant and violet 
underneath. This red is intense and expressive as the fruit gains the upper hand on the palate. Suave 
and balanced, it builds to a lingering aftertaste of ripe fruit, graphite and spice. Drink now through 
2030. (Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 
 

95 ALBERT BICHOT Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Amoureuses 2018 
This red features great purity to its rose, strawberry and cherry flavors. Spicy oak and mineral add 
depth, yet this is all about finesse and an ethereal quality that's distinctive. It's balanced, with bright 
acidity and firm, dusty tannins on the finish that are yet to be resolved. Best from 2022 through 2043. 
(Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 
 

92 ALBERT BICHOT Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Chabiots 2018 
Vanilla and sweet spices augment the strawberry, cherry and floral notes in this elegant red. Chalky 
tannins ply the finish, and overall this is balanced and long. Drink now through 2027. (Issue: Dec 31, 
2020) 
 

92 ALBERT BICHOT Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Malconsorts 

Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 
A solid backbone of tannins runs through this sleek, intense red, defining its currant, cherry and leafy, 
earthy notes. It's juicy, finishing with a light dusting of tannins. Best from 2022 through 2033. (Issue: 
Dec 31, 2020) 
 

92 ALBERT BICHOT Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Sorbets 2018 
Bright cherry fruit is at the core of this elegant red, matched to a juicy texture and firm yet well-
integrated structure. Sandalwood, vanilla and chalk dust accents add interest and the finish takes on a 
chunky feel. Best from 2022 through 2032. (Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 
 

92 ALBERT BICHOT Vosne-Romanée Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 
Cherry, raspberry, floral and spice aromas are perfumed and seductive in this velvety red. It displays 
terrific balance and harmony, with a well-integrated structure for support. It's approachable now. 
Drink now through 2028. (Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 
 

91 ALBERT BICHOT Gevrey-Chambertin Les Murots Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 
Bright, sparkling with black currant, black cherry, mineral and spice flavors. All its components are in 
place and the finish echoes fruit, graphite and spice notes. Best from 2022 through 2035. (Issue: Dec 
31, 2020) 
 

89 ALBERT BICHOT Fixin 1er Cru Clos de la Perrière 2018 
There's a sweet vanilla and sawdust edge to the black cherry, blackberry and earth flavors in this rich, 
dense red, which is fresh and long, with power and persistence. Drink now through 2027. (Issue: web 
only 2020) 
 

91 ALBERT BICHOT Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Terrasses - Château-Gris 2018 
A lush, opulent version, featuring peach, lemon tart, baking spice and butterscotch aromas and flavors. 
It has good underlying cut and finishes long and savory. Drink now through 2025. (Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 
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Côte de Beaune, Côte Chalonnaise 
and Maconnais wines 

 

Taster: Bruce Sanderson 

95 ALBERT BICHOT Corton Grand Cru Clos des Maréchaudes Domaine du Pavillon 2018 
Bright black cherry, blackberry, earth and spice flavors combine in this rich, lively red. There is a light grain to 
its tannins, yet overall this shows fine equilibrium and a lingering aftertaste of fruit, spice and mineral notes. 
The vibrant acidity drives the finish. Best from 2022 through 2038. (Insider issue: Jan 6, 2021) 
 

90 ALBERT BICHOT Savigny-Les-Beaune 1er Cru Les Peuillets 2018 
Pure cherry is the calling card of this juicy, linear red. Currant, strawberry and oak spice play supporting roles, 
backed by vibrant acidity. Fruit and spice persist on the finish. Drink now through 2027. (Issue: Dec 15, 2020) 
 

90 ALBERT BICHOT Beaune Les Epenottes Domaine du Pavillon 2018 
Firm, even chewy, this red's cherry and raspberry flavors are locked in a grip of tannins. It's fleshy and 
succulent at midpalate, before the tannins flex their muscles on the compact finish. Best from 2022 through 
2033. (Issue: Dec 15, 2020) 
 

89 ALBERT BICHOT Santenay Les Charmes 2018 
An oaky note distracts from the juicy black currant and blackberry fruit, leaving a thread of drying, dusty 
tannins, yet the fruit prevails as this red finds a nice equilibrium by the lingering finish. Best from 2022 
through 2027. (Issue: web only 2020) 
 

91 ALBERT BICHOT Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru Domaine du Pavillon 2018 
Vanilla and butterscotch accents frame the peach and apple pie flavors in this lush white. Though fluid, there 
is good cut behind the creamy texture, along with harmony and length. Offers a lingering, spicy finish. Drink 
now through 2026. (Issue: Sep 30, 2020) 
 

89 ALBERT BICHOT Meursault Domaine du Pavillon 2018 
Floral, pear, lemon and earth flavors are defined by vibrant acidity. Finishes with a subtle grapefruit peel 
bitterness. Offers a tad more intensity and length than its peers. Drink now through 2024. (Issue: web only 
2020) 
 

88 ALBERT BICHOT Meursault 2018 
A fruity style, offering peach, apple and buttered popcorn notes. Ripe and heady, with very good length. 
Drink now. (Issue: web only 2020) 
 

88 ALBERT BICHOT Santenay 2018 
Lean, this delivers lemon cake, vanilla, nutmeg and clove flavors backed by tangy acidity and a spicy 
aftertaste. Drink now through 2024. (Issue: web only 2020) 
 

89 ALBERT BICHOT Mercurey Les Champs Michaux Domaine Adélie 2018 
A good dose of toasty oak frames apple and lemon cake flavors in this sleek white, which comes together 
nicely on the languid finish, buoyed by the brisk acidity. Drink now. (Issue: Nov 30, 2020) 
 

90 ALBERT BICHOT Pouilly-Fuissé 2018 
This white walks a line between round and sleek, courtesy of the vibrant structure. Yet these are good 
bookends or the peach, apple and citrus flavors. Fine harmony and length. Drink now through 2024. (Issue: 
Dec 15, 2020) 
 

87 ALBERT BICHOT Viré-Clessé 2018 
Here is a creamy, opulent white, featuring peach, butterscotch and quinine aromas and flavors. A hint of 
rosewater and spice as it winds down on the moderately long finish. Drink now. (Issue: Dec 15, 2020) 

86 ALBERT BICHOT Macon-Villages 2018 
Apricot and honey are the main flavors in this round white. Straightforward, with moderate length. Drink 
now. (Issue: Sep 30, 2020) 
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Taster: Bruce Sanderson 

Régional « Bourgogne » wines  

88 ALBERT BICHOT Bourgogne Côte d’Or Chardonnay Secret de Famille 2018 
A subtle version, this reveals lemon, floral, yellow plum and mineral flavors. It's vibrant and long, leaving 
a mouthwatering impression. (Issue: Dec 15, 2020) 
 

88 ALBERT BICHOT Bourgogne Hautes-Côtes de Nuits 2018 
This white leans a bit more to the earthy, stony side of the flavor equation, evoking apple and lemon fruit 
to match. It has subtle intensity and fine overall balance and length. Drink now. (Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 
 

88 ALBERT BICHOT Bourgogne Vieilles Vignes de Chardonnay 2018 
Rich yet lively, this harmonious white delivers apple, white peach and pastry aromas and flavors, 
lingering with a cleansing citrus element. Drink now. (Issue: Dec 15, 2020) 
 

86 ALBERT BICHOT Bourgogne Aligoté 2018 
Sharp, pungent aromas of wild herbs and almond settle into apple and almond flavors. It's crisp and 
mouthwatering. Drink now. (Issue: web only 2020) 
 

87 ALBERT BICHOT Bourgogne Vieilles Vignes de Pinot Noir 2018 
Cherry, strawberry and earth flavors are set against firm chalky tannins in this red. It's sinewy, with a 
smoky finish. Drink now through 2024. (Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 

 
 
Beaujolais wines 

93 ALBERT BICHOT Rochegrès Moulin à Vent Domaine de Rochegrès 2018 
Medium-bodied, with open-knit layers of rose petal, licorice-tinged cherry and raspberry flavors that are 
infused with clove and vanilla details. Supple tannins show nice integration through the long, mineral-
infused finish. Delicious. Drink now through 2028. (Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 
 

90 ALBERT BICHOT Fleurie La Madone 2018 
This bright red offers cherry and raspberry notes detailed with dried herb, white pepper and woodsy 
accents. A firm, tangy acidity keeps focus through the grippy, mineral-laced finish. Nice energy. Drink 
now through 2025. (Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 
 

87 ALBERT BICHOT Moulin à Vent Domaine de Rochegrès 2018 
A brooding Gamay with dried blackberry, mocha and leather notes that are matched with spice, licorice 
and herb details. Smoky finish. Drink now through 2023. (Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 
 

87 ALBERT BICHOT Morgon Les Charmes 2018 
Currant and blackberry notes are matched with leather, earth and mocha details in this plush red, with a 
spice-tinged finish. Drink now through 2023. (Issue: web only 2020) 
 

86 ALBERT BICHOT Beaujolais-Villages Château de Varennes 2018 
Fresh brambly fruit flavors are mixed with spice, herb and mineral notes in this tangy, light-bodied red. 
Light, integrated tannins. Drink now. (Issue: Dec 31, 2020) 
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CHABLIS wines 

91 ALBERT BICHOT Chablis Grand Cru Les Preuses Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 
A light touch of oak adds vanilla and a textural grain to this intense white. Green plum, apple and grapefruit peel notes are 
offset by a salty, savory component. Overall, this is focused and balanced, with fine length. Drink now through 2024. 
 

91 ALBERT BICHOT Chablis Grand Cru Les Vaudésirs Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 
Though ripe and fleshy, this maintains integrity, featuring apricot, honeysuckle and seashore aromas and flavors. The lively 
structure lends focus and drive. Drink now through 2024. 
 

90 ALBERT BICHOT Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 
A ripe style, with plenty of peach and apricot flavors, a hint of pineapple and good cut keeping everything focused. There is  
a touch of heat on the finish, but overall, this is well-balanced and intense. Drink now through 2024. 
 

92 ALBERT BICHOT Chablis 1er Cru Les Vaucopins Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 
This is creamy in texture, with restrained aromas and flavors of apple, white flowers, green fruits and oyster shell. Complex 
and balanced, with a long aftertaste echoing the fruit, mineral and herb elements. Drink now through 2025. 
 

90 ALBERT BICHOT Chablis 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 
There is latent energy in this white, whose apple, peach and stone flavors show typicity. Everything is corralled by the 

vibrant structure, which is rare for the vintage in Chablis. The aftertaste evokes green plum and light herb accents. Drink 

now. 

November 15, 2020 
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Septembre 2020 

2020

MEDAILLE DE PLATINE : 97/100 
 

Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru 
Les Malconsorts 2018 

Domaine du Clos Frantin 

MEDAILLE D’OR : 95/100 
 

Meursault 1er Cru 
Les Charmes 2018 

Domaine du Pavillon 

ECHEZEAUX GRAND CRU 2018 
Domaine du Clos Frantin  

 

BEST IN SHOW : 98/100 

Seul vin de Bourgogne 
récompensé dans cette catégorie 

MEDAILLE DE PLATINE : 97/100 
 

Fixin 1er Cru  
Clos de la Perrière 

2018 

Le titre suprême de « BEST IN SHOW » récompense les plus grands vins parmi ceux ayant 
obtenu une médaille de platine. 
 

Il a été attribué à seulement  0.3% des 16 518 vins dégustés lors du concours.  
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Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru Domaine du Pavillon 2018 97  
Wow. This is really something. Shows such pedigree and strength, yet with finesse and balance. It’s 
full-bodied with a compact palate that gives this wine density yet tension, together with phenolics 
that are intertwined to give such presence. Cooked apples, straw, hints of oak, white truffles and 
sea shells. Has so much going on. Try after 2023 and onwards.  
 

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Champ Gain 2018 94  
Very intense, linear white with apple, mango and pie-crust character to the crushed stones. It’s full
-bodied with a compact palate that is tightened down, providing presence and focus. Energy, too. 
Serious white. Drinkable now, but better after 2021.  
 

Meursault 1er Cru Les Charmes Domaine du Pavillon 2018 93  
Like the poise and tension to this with sliced cooked apples, hints of vanilla and pie crust. It’s 
medium-bodied with beautiful depth and tension and nicely oaked undertones that give 
complexity and focus to the fruit. Drink or hold.  
 

Beaune 1er Cru Clos des Mouches Domaine du Pavillon 2018 92  
A creamy-textured white with sliced apples, pears, cream and some lemon and lime rind. Hints of 
morning yogurt and smoke. Medium-bodied, ready and delicious. Drink now or hold.  
 

Bourgogne Côte d’Or Chardonnay Secret de Famille 2018 90 
A straightforward chardonnay with sliced cooked apples, honey and straw. Medium-bodied with 
pleasant fruit and a fresh finish. Drink now.  
 
 
 

 Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 95  
The depth and complexity to this young Clos de Vougeot is impressive, to say the least. It’s full-
bodied and layered with chewy, polished tannins and excellent berry, smoke, walnut and black-tea 
character. Just a hint of wild herbs. A wine that needs time to soften. Try after 2023.  
 

Vosne-Romanée 1erCru Les Malconsorts Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018 94  
A rich, layered red with intense, very ripe fruit that shows dried cherries, smoked oak and some 
meat. It’s full-bodied and very layered. Solid tannins give depth to the wine. Try after 2023.  
 

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1erCru Château-Gris 2018 93  
Such beautiful perfumes of ripe strawberries, seaweed and smoke follow through to a full body 
that is compact and very tight with tension and linear texture that makes it very impressive for the 
appellation. Try after 2022.  
 

Fixin 1er Cru Clos de la Perrière 2018 91 
A fresh, fruity red with dried strawberry and cherry character, as well as some seaweed and wet-
earth undertones. Linear and compact. Medium body. Medium chewy tannins. Drink or hold.  
 

Pommard Clos des Ursulines Domaine du Pavillon 2018 92  
A solid, linear red with crushed cherries, ripe strawberries and some wet earth and leaves on the 
nose and palate. Medium to full body, firm and creamy tannins and a flavorful finish. It’s tight and 
poised and needs two or three years to soften. Better after 2023.  

VINTAGE 2018 



 

Terre de Vins  
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July 2020 Wine Enthusiast 

2018 WHITES 
 

Premiers Crus and Grands Crus from Côte de Beaune 
 

2018 Beaune 1er Cru “Clos des Mouches” Domaine du Pavillon: 92 
Cream and roasted hazelnut notes create an inviting, rounded nose on this wine. The palate has that same hazelnut richness 
and creamy flow, buttressed by freshness that recalls lemon and yellow pear. A lovely balance and a juicy, fresh finish do justice 
to the warm 2018 vintage. Drink by 2035. 
 

2018 Meursault 1er Cru“Les Charmes” Domaine du Pavillon: 93 

A hint of fresh beeswax precedes creamy limestone on the nose of this wine. The concentrated palate seems like a buffered 
blanket of creaminess, edged with limestone, a whisper of flinty reduction and ripe lemon for an interplay of rigor and softness. 
It's smooth on the long finish. 
 

2018 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru “Morgeot”: 93 
A subtle nose on this wine offers hints of corn husk and buttermilk, with a slight edge of lemon. The palate comes in with gentle 
freshness and a smooth, bright texture that seems bedded on soft chalkiness. It shows wonderful understatement, paying 
tribute to finesse rather than power. Drink by 2035. 
 

2018 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru “Vide Bourse”: 93 
Cold butter, toasted hazelnut, yeast and chalk meet on the nose of this wine to create a gentle, seductive scent. The palate 
retains this elegance with its detailed texture that gives a velvety feel to the medium body. Freshness supports, with a lemony 
gentleness. The wine is gentle but also precise. Drink by 2035. 
 

2018 Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru“Les Perrières”: 93 
A touch of butter informs the nose of bright, ripe Mirabelle plum. The palate of this wine has wonderful concentration, fruity 
and fresh, reminiscent of Mirabelle skin and citrus zest. The finish is slender, poised, zesty and incisive. Butteriness returns on 
the last note of this mouthwatering wine.  
 

2018 Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru Domaine du Pavillon: 94 
A shy nose on this wine gives almost nothing away, just a notion of wet limestone. Freshness and concentrated poise on the 
palate shows a structured, firm nature softened by inherent creaminess. Ripe lemon fruit sets bright accents while lemon pith 
highlights the creamy, textured midpalate. This wine is still tightly coiled, but promises a structure bathed in mellow light. The 
finish is long and chalky. 
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2018 WHITES 
 

Côte Chalonnaise and Maconnais 
 

2018 Mercurey “Les Champs-Michaux” Domaine du Pavillon: 91 
Apple blossom, hazelnut and freshly cut apple flesh make for an inviting nose on this wine. The palate 
offers almost breezy freshness and allows the nutty, toasty and floral tones to swirl. All is bedded in a 
creamy texture. The finish is bright and fresh. 
 

2018 Montagny 1er Cru: 90 
A trace of flinty reduction is all the nose on this wine gives away. The palate presents gentle notes of 
greengage and lemon, bound in an easy flow but showing good concentration. Freshness brightens all 
and delivers an unpretentious wine with real balance. 
 

2018 Viré-Clessé: 90 
The nose on this wine is shy and subtle. The palate comes in with easy but balanced flow, speaking of 
Mirabelle, a certain creaminess, subtle mouthfeel and lovely freshness considering the ripeness of 
2018. It's a gentle wine with inherent balance. 
 

2018 Pouilly-Fuissé: 90 
A hint of ripe pear juice hovers above the creamy nose on this wine. The palate conveys the fruit-
driven generosity of 2018 and reveals more juicy pear and russet-pear-peel texture. It's rounded, 
mellow, balanced and fresh. 
 

Villages from Côte d’Or 
 

2018 Nuits-Saint-Georges “Les Terrasses” Château-Gris: 92  
Floral, nutty and creamy elements combine intriguingly on the nose of this wine and continue on the 
bright, poised palate. Stoniness, texture, yeast and concentration make for an intense mouthfeel 
surrounded by freshness. It's an elegant wine with inherent balance. 
 

2018 Meursault: 92 
A shy nose on this wine reveals little besides limestone creaminess. On the palate, supermellow 
roundness descends like a cloud of creaminess on the palate where lemony freshness sends gentle, 
bright highlights. The finish is full of lemony and creamy yeastiness. 
 

2018 Meursault Domaine du Pavillon: 92 
Hints of chalk and Golden Delicious apple are all the nose on this wine gives away. On the palate real 
attraction is felt in the creamy, mellow mouthfeel, highlighted by a ripe lemony glow and harmonious 
balance. This wine is billowy and smooth, leaving an impression of limestone, cream and lemon on the 
long finish. 
 

2018 Puligny-Montrachet: 92 
Reductive flintiness on the nose of this wine almost has a lifted touch of mint. The palate reveals a 
juicy core of peachy, plummy fruit before concentrated mellowness wraps everything in its fruity, 
creamy charm. An edge of freshness keeps things poised. The finish is creamy, dry, perfumed, nervy 
and really long. 
 

2018 Chassagne-Montrachet: 92 
Gentle aromas of cream and yeast on the nose of this wine have a spicier edge of corn husk. The 
palate offers smooth richness lit by sparks of freshness. Concentration is evident in the yeasty, chalky 
mouthfeel. This elegant wine finishes with a hint of toasted hazelnut. 
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If I needed any convincing—and I did not—that Bichot, the venerable Beaune-based Burgundy négociant, is back, it was after 

tasting a line-up of their 2018s. That vintage was precarious for winegrowers because the weather provided the potential for 

both fabulous wines or over-ripe ones with high alcohol levels depending on harvest date, location of the vineyards, and 

viticulture practices. Bichot avoided the potential pitfalls and hit the bullseye with both their reds and whites in 2018.   

Matthieu Mangenot, formerly the estate manager at Bichot’s Chablis property, Domaine Long-Depaquit, and recently 

promoted to Assistant Technical Director to Alain Serveau, Bichot’s Technical Director, summed up the growing season 

succinctly, in four words: wet, drought, hot and sunny. The winter was wet with twice as much water as usual, which turned 

out to be beneficial because it kept the vines from stress during the drought that occurred from April through September. The 

summer was hot and sunny, with the thermometer breaking 100º some days in September. The overall result was the 

potential for alcoholic wines with low acidity. Mangenot echoed what I had heard from many other growers, namely, that the 

key to success was an early harvest. Bichot started theirs about two weeks earlier than usual, at the end of August. In the 

cellar, Bichot opted on shorter aging with less time in barrel to preserve the vibrant fruitiness of the wines. Like many other 

growers to whom I spoke, they were anxious about the wines at harvest, but thrilled with how they turned out by the time of 

bottling.  

Although I have tasted at Bichot many times over the years, I did not have the time to taste their wines during my annual trip to 

Burgundy in November, and due to COVID-19, the usual spring press tastings are not occurring. That did not stop the Bichot 

team from showing me their 2018s. They put together an inventive tasting by pouring small, two-ounce, samples of finished, 

ready-to-be bottled wines—not barrel samples—into small screw-top jars and then rapidly distributed them to tasters (and, 

indeed, right on schedule they appeared on my porch). We could taste them simultaneously, via Zoom, with the Bichot team in 

France, who had assembled in the cellar of their famous Nuits-St. Georges-based property, Domaine du Clos Frantin. In 

addition to Mangenot, Christophe Chauvel, who is in charge of viticulture for all their domaines, and Albéric Bichot, who runs 

the family-owned business, guided us through the wines. 

Before getting to the wines, some background about Albert Bichot is helpful. Albert Bichot, the grandson of Bernard Bichot, 

who founded the company in Monthélie in 1831, expanded it and moved its headquarters to Beaune, where it remains, in 

1912. Since 1996, Albéric Bichot, representing the 6th generation of the family, has been running the company and has been 

responsible for its meteoric rise in joining the other top-tier Burgundy négociants. Under his direction, Bichot has expanded, 

adding domaines to their portfolio. 

The most critical change that Albéric instituted was a conversion from a “quantity” to a “quality” mentality. A major part of that 

change occurred in the vineyard. Enter Chauvel, a revered viticulturist. (I’ve heard so much praise from many respected 

sources about Chauvel that I think “revered” is appropriate.) Chauvel joined Bichot in 1999 after working for seven years with 

Pierre Morey, one of Burgundy’s top winemakers, who currently makes wine at his eponymous domaine and was winemaker 

at Domaine Leflaive for years. Chauvel told me during a visit in 2008 that his toughest decision was when he and the Bichot 

team decided to decrease yields by 10 to 15 percent. He noted it was far more important for the reds than the whites because 

Chardonnay can handle a higher yield better than Pinot Noir. But the major hurdle was a mental one. As a farmer, decreasing 

yields voluntarily—without a guarantee that the price will increase—is a big challenge and an even bigger risk. 

Like the other well-regarded négociants, Bichot is an important grower, owning six individual domaines, comprising about 250 

acres of vines, from Chablis in the north to Beaujolais in the south. Unlike other négoçiants who own vineyards, and therefore 

are growers as well, the Bichot properties, Domaine Long-Depaquit in Chablis, Domaine du Clos Frantin and Château-Gris, 

both in Nuits St. Georges, Domaine du Pavillon in Pommard, Domaine Adélie in Mercurey, and Domaine de Rochegrès in 

Moulin-a-Vent, each have their own winery and dedicated team, all, of course, under the supervision of Chauvel and Serveau. 

The advantage of this organization, according to Albéric, is that the grapes have only a short distance to travel from vineyard 

to winery and there is a certain amount of friendly—one hopes—competition among the domaines each year.   

 

Bichot is Back 

By Michael Apstein 

Jun 16, 2020 
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The Wines 

Domaine Long-Depaquit, Chablis Grand Cru “Les Clos” 2018: With holdings totalling 150 acres of vines, almost half 

of which are located in Premier or Grand Cru vineyards, Long-Depaquit is one of the most notable estates in Chablis. 

They own roughly ten percent of all Grand Cru acreage in Chablis, including the entirety of La Moutonne, an anomalous 

site of almost 6-acres spanning two Grand Cru vineyards, Vaudésir and Preuses. In Les Clos alone, Long-Depaquit owns 

two parcels totaling almost 4 acres, which they blend together for this wine. The full-bodied and mineraly 2018 is forward 

and easy to appreciate now, but should develop beautifully over the next several years because of its impeccable 

balance. The long and graceful finish makes it particularly attractive. 93 

Domaine Adélie, Mercurey “Les Champs-Michaux” 2018: Albéric purchased this almost 20-acre estate in Mercurey in 

2003, the year of his first daughter’s birth. Hence the name of the domaine. Mercurey is known for its red wines, but with 

more whites like this one, the reputation of its whites might well outdistance the reds. Chauvel explains that the soil at Les 

Champs-Michaux is better suited for Chardonnay than Pinot Noir and believes that the clay in the soil imparts roundness 

to the wine. Punching far above its weight, this exceptional village Mercurey is sensational. Floral, with hints of ripe stone 

fruits, it has extraordinary elegance for a white Mercurey. Delicious now. 92 

Domaine du Pavillon, Meursault 2018: This village Meursault, a blend of five plots from the northern end of the 

appellation, is vinified at the Domaine du Pavillon, just down the road in Pommard. One taste shows the dramatic textural 

difference between this white from the Côte d’Or and the Les Champs-Michaux from the Côte Chalonnaise. Creamy, as 

opposed to stoney, this Meursault has good weight on the palate. Fine acidity keeps it lively. 89 

Domaine du Pavillon, Corton-Charlemagne 2018: Bichot owns about three acres in the Les Languettes lieu-dit, a 

sunny southeast facing part of the Corton-Charlemagne vineyard. From it, they have made a glorious wine in 2018, 

showing nuances of spiced pineapple offset by a crispy edginess. Its stature is not in overall weight or power, rather in its 

layered complexity and elegance. Very tight at this stage, it starts to show is stature with air. A Grand Cru white that will 

need years to show itself. 94 

Domaine de Rochegrès, Moulin-a-Vent 2018: Bichot purchased this 12.5-acre estate in the heart of Moulin-a-Vent, 

arguably the top Beaujolais cru, in 2014. The grapes come from three lieux-dits within Moulin-a-Vent, La Rochelle, Au 

Mont, and the young vines from Rochegrès itself. It is ripe, spicey and suave, combining richness, minerality and bright 

acidity. A triumph. 93 

Domaine du Pavillon, Pommard “Clos des Ursulines” 2018: Unlike Bordeaux, most Burgundy vineyards are divided 

among multiple owners, which explains why the consumer can see multiple bottlings of Pommard Epenots, for example. 

By contrast, Clos des Ursulines, a nearly 10-acre vineyard located in the southeast part of the village, is owned entirely 

by the Domaine du Pavillon. It’s what the Burgundians call a monopole. The 2018 is muscular with remarkable 

suaveness for a wine from Pommard, which gives real elegance to its burly frame. An excellent village wine—and bargain

-priced for what it is. 90 

Château Gris, Nuits-St. Georges 1er Cru “Château Gris” 2018: The 1er cru vineyard, Château Gris, takes its name 

from the 19th century castle the Earl of Lupé-Cholet built on the site after phylloxera destroyed the vines. Instead of the 

usual multi-colored tiles of Burgundian roofs, it had only slate tiles, giving arise to the nickname of Gris (grey). This 

monopole, owned by Bichot since 1978, covers 8.5 acres and is planted with both Chardonnay and Pinot Noir, but only 

the red wine from the site is classified as 1er cru. The 2018 is positively stunning. Far more elegant than you’d expect 

from Nuits-St. Georges, it still conveys a touch of wildness for which the appellation is known. Long and finesse-filled, it 

dances on the palate. Chauvel believes that the terraced rows at different elevations in the vineyard allows for varying 

levels of ripeness of the grapes, imparting freshness to the wine. That likely explains its bright finish, which amplifies the 

wine’s charms. 95 

Domaine du Clos Frantin, Echézeaux 2018: Bichot’s Domaine du Clos Frantin owns two and a third acres in the lieu-dit 

of Champs Traversin from which they make a consistently spectacular Echézeaux. The 2018 is no exception. It is 

explosive, yet not weighty. It delivers a touch of spice along with a plethora of subtle fruit flavors. Its understated power 

and suaveness are captivating. It’s my definition of Burgundy—flavor without weight. 96 

In summary, Bichot’s 2018 whites reflect their sites. The Meursault is creamy, while, in contrast, the Mercurey is stoney. 

Those who criticize négociants by claiming a “house style” obliterates site specificity are just plain wrong, at least in this 

case. The whites are charming and forward with surprisingly good acidity. While most of them, the Corton-Charlemagne 

aside, lack the verve for long aging, like the 2010 or 2014 whites, they are beautifully proportioned and, most importantly, 

delicious. 

The reds, like the whites, speak of their origins. They are all wonderfully balanced, showing no signs of the over-ripeness 

that one might have expected given the growing conditions. They are stylish, balanced, and should evolve beautifully 

over the decade with proper cellaring. These wines convey the charm of Burgundy, no easy feat with such heat during 

the growing season. Clearly, careful and thoughtful minds were at work here, all the better for us who will drink and 

admire these fine wines in the years to come.  
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Allen Meadows  - Burghound.com 

2018 white Burgundies 
2018 Bourgogne Côte d’Or Chardonnay “Secret de Famille”: 86 
Pungent aromas of straw, lemongrass, petrol and apple scents introduce nicely vibrant and reasonably 
detailed flavors that conclude in a clean, dry and refreshing finish. This could use a bit more depth, but it is 
perfectly good for what it is. 2021+ 

2018 Nuits-Saint-Georges “Les Terrasses” Château-Gris: 89 
A cool and pretty nose reflects notes of matchstick, citrus, green apple and a hint of mineral reduction. 
There is excellent intensity to the detailed and overtly stony middle weight flavors that culminate in a 
linear if slightly lean finale that is quite dry. I suspect that this will flesh out with a few years of bottle age 
and overall, this is a quality Nuits villages. 2023+ 

2018 Beaune 1er Cru “Clos des Mouches” Domaine du Pavillon: 91 

An overtly floral nose combines notes of various white-fleshed fruit with those of lemon grass and spice 
wisps. The sleek, delicious and equally seductively textured medium-bodied flavors possess very good 
depth and sneaky length. This balanced effort should drink well young as well as with a few years of bottle 
aging. 2024+ 

2018 Meursault Domaine du Pavillon: 88 
(from Les Corbins, Criots and Les Dressoles). Elegant aromas consist of hazelnut, acacia blossom, pear and 
a whiff of citrus rind. There is excellent delineation to the racy and delicious middle weight flavors that 
offer good persistence on the mildly warm finale. This minerally effort could use a bit more depth but it’s 
already very pretty. 2023+ 

2018 Meursault “Clos de Magny”Domaine du Pavillon: 88 
An admirably deft touch of wood sets off slightly more complex aromas of citrus, green apple and a whiff 
of acacia blossom. There is more volume if less minerality to the delicious, round and seductively textured 
medium weight flavor that also could use a bit more depth on the mildly warm finale. 2024+ 

2018 Meursault 1er Cru“Les Charmes” Domaine du Pavillon: 90 

Touches of petrol and phenolic character are present on the pear and apple compote aromas that are 
tinged with hints of tangerine peel. There is a bit more volume as well as more minerality to the delicious, 
plump and sappy finish that is clean, dry and refreshing. 2025+ 

2018 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru“Morgeot”: 90 
A discreet application of wood frames the ripe and fresh aromas of poached pear, petrol and rosemary oil. 
The delicious, round and caressing medium-bodied flavors possess good power while the mid-palate 
texture is nicely seductive, all wrapped in a dry and lingering finale. 2024+ 

2018 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru“Vide Bourse”: (90-93) 
Here too there are hints of petrol and rosemary oil to the citrus peel and white orchard fruit compote 
aromas. There is excellent volume to the slightly sleeker medium weight flavors that aren’t quite as dense 
as those of the Morgeot but they’re finer while exhibiting notably better depth and persistence. 2025+ 

2018 Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru“Les Perrières”: (91-93) 
An attractively layered nose features notes of citrus, acacia blossom, lemon rind and an admirably subtle 
hint of wood. There is a lovely mouth feel to the caressing, cool and detailed middle weight flavors that 
possess a lovely underlying tension as well as good mid-palate fat before culminating in along, youthfully 
austere and well-balanced finale. This should be reasonably approachable young but reward mid-term 
cellaring too. 2026+ 

2018 Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru Domaine du Pavillon: 92 

(from a 1 ha parcel situated in Languettes). Discreet wood is present on the ripe aromas of white orchard 
fruit compote that is laced with plenty of floral and spice nuances. The delicious, vibrant and muscular 
larger-scaled flavors exhibit ample amounts of minerality on the agreeably dry, youthfully austere and 
solidly long finale. This is quite tightly wound and will need at least 5 years to further flesh out and add 
depth. 2027+ 

Sweet Spot Wine 
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, 2019 Beaujolais Crus 2018 
Published on April 1st, 2020 
 

Moulin-à-Vent Rochegrès Domaine de Rochegrès 2018    94 POINTS  

CELLAR SELECTION 
This wine comes from a five-acre vineyard in the domaine. Aged partly in barrels, it has 
intense red-cherry fruits and acidity that contrast with the dry tannins. Those tannins 
are the secret behind the wine's considerable potential. Drink from 2022.   

 
Moulin-à-Vent Domaine de Rochegrès 2018     93 POINTS 

Property of the Bichot family, this vineyard has produced a firmly structured wine. Bold 
tannins and rich black fruits are the starting point for a complex combination of spice, 
acidity and richness from wood aging. Drink the wine from 2022.  
 
Morgon Les Charmes 2018     92 POINTS    

CELLAR SELECTION 
Lush and generously structured, this wine is rich and concentrated. Tannins and dark 
black fruits shine in this powerful texture, giving a wine that has weight and potential 
richness. Drink from 2022.  

 
Fleurie La Madone 2018     91 POINTS 

The steep hill of La Madone vineyard gives structured wine such as this. It is powerfully 
ripe, full of black cherry and spice with a core of tannins that will soften comfortably. 
Fresh acidity adds to the aging potential. Drink from 2021.  

 
 

Beaujolais and Beaujolais-Villages 2018 
Published on January 1st, 2020 
 

Beaujolais Château de Jarnioux 2018     90 POINTS 

BEST BUY 

Albert Bichot has produced a ripe wine made in a more Burgundian style. That gives the 
wine structure, richness and layers of berry fruits along with succulent acidity. Drink 
now.  

 
Beaujolais-Villages Château de Varennes 2018    89 POINTS 

BEST BUY  

Albert Bichot has produced a wine from selected parcels. It provides a fresh take on 
Gamay, full of bright acidity as well as red-currant fruitiness. Drink this wine now.  

Roger Voss 
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2018 Savigny-lès-Beaune 1er Cru “Les Grands Picotins ” Domaine du Pavillon: (87-90) 
A notably ripe nose features notes of plum, earth and soft spice nuances. There is very good volume to the rich 
and seductively textured, indeed even velvety, flavors that possess very good depth on the ever-so-mildly 
tangy and warm finale. This should drink well on the younger side. 2023+ 
 

2018 Beaune “Les Epenottes” Domaine du Pavillon: (87-89) 
(from the villages portion of the vineyard). A slightly higher-toned nose offers up notes of red raspberry, 
pomegranate, cherry and a touch of warm earth. The sleeker if less seductive flavors possess a lovely mouth 
feel while exhibiting just a touch of warmth on the ever-so-mildly rustic finale. 2023+ 
 

2018 Beaune 1er Cru “Les Bressandes” Domaine du Pavillon: (88-91) 
There is a whiff of volatile acidity on the ripe nose that consists of elegant redcurrant, earth and vague hint of 
the violet. Here too there is both good volume and richness to the detailed and energetic flavors that 
culminate in a slightly attenuated and youthfully austere finish that needs to flesh out. This is still very pretty. 
2024+ 
  

2018 Volnay 1er Cru “Les Brouillards” Domaine du Pavillon: (88-90) 
A pungent nose is composed by notes of menthol, ripe poached plum and liqueur-like aromas of black cherry. 
The succulent, round and velvet-textured middle weight flavors also need to flesh out. 2025+ 
  

2018 Volnay 1er Cru “Les Santenots” Domaine du Pavillon: (90-92) 
(from Les Plures). A more elegant and cooler nose speaks of the pure essence of various red berries that are 
laced with lovely and floral nuances that include violet, lilac and rose petal. There is fine volume to the slightly 
denser medium-bodied flavors that brim with minerality on the more tightly wound finale that is youthfully 
austere. This firm effort is going to require at least a decade of cellar time to see it at its apogee. 2028+ 
  

2018 Pommard “Clos des Ursulines” Domaine du Pavillon: (89-91) 
(a huge 4 ha monopole of the domaine). A mentholated top note can be found on the very ripe nose of cassis, 
roasted plum and dark raspberry that is liberally sprinkled with warm earth nuances. The middle weight flavors 
are not especially dense, but I like both the vibrancy and delineation that carries over to the nicely complex 
and lingering finish. This is really quite a nice Pommard villages. 2026+ 
  

2018 Pommard 1er Cru “Les Rugiens” Domaine du Pavillon: (90-93) 
(from Rugiens Bas). This is at once more elegant and more complex with its overtly spicy and floral-suffused 
aromas of both red and dark pinot fruit where pretty nuances of lilac, violet and anise emerge. There is 
impressive volume to the super-sleek, intense and well-detailed flavors terminate in a refreshing and bright 
mineral-laden finish. This is lovely though note that it is a classic Rugiens that will need extended keeping. 
2030+ 
  

2018 Aloxe-Corton Domaine du Pavillon: (88-90) 
(from Les Crapousuets). A relatively pretty nose is comprised by notes of various red berries, earth and a 
whisper of the sauvage. There is good freshness to the velvet-textured and mouth coating middle weight 
flavors that possess a juicy and fleshy mouthfeel while delivering fine length on the rustic but not tough finale. 
This is sufficiently supple that it will likely be approachable after only 4 to 5 years of cellaring. 2025+ 
  

2018 Aloxe-Corton 1er Cru “Clos des Maréchaudes” Domaine du Pavillon: (89-91) 
A fresh if reticent nose grudgingly offers up ripe but cool notes of red and dark currant, earth and a pretty 
range of floral elements. There is very good volume to the lightly mineral-inflected middle weight flavors that 
possess a beguiling texture that contrasts somewhat with the dusty, firm and slightly warm finale. This is 
sufficiently structured to require at least 5 to 7 years of bottle age to unwind. 2030+ 
  

2018 Corton Grand Cru “Clos des Maréchaudes” Domaine du Pavillon: (90-93) 
A ~1.9 ha monopole that is split between ~.5 ha classified as grand cru and the remaining 1.4 ha as 1er. A ripe 
yet reasonably elegant nose consists of rose petal, plum liqueur, lilac, spice and menthol-tinged aromas. The 
rich, intense and vibrant big-bodied flavors evidence obvious minerality on the mouth coating and impressively 
long finish. This is a big but refined effort that is definitely built-to-age, so patience required.2033 + 
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Domaine Long-Depaquit - 2018 

Tasted in Chablis with Cécilia Trimaille, 22 January 2020 
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The wines… 
Very good whites. The reds here have an uncommon sophistication for the vintage – nothing opaque or alcoholic. It’s a 
great return I think! “I think it was easier in 2018 than 2019, the lower volume of 2019 further magnifies the 
differences in maturities and harvesting/elevage choices.”  
One or two of the entry wines have been bottled, the rest are a mix of barrel and tank samples: 
 

The whites 
 

2018 Macon-Lugny Les Charmes 
A pretty sweetness to this nose, slightly muscaté. Mouth-filling a subtle impression of richness, but 
also a saline mineral impression that brings balance. 

 
2018 Bourgogne Côte d’Or Chardonnay Secret de Famille 
Fresh, wide, a little spicy, perhaps reductive, less obviously fruity. This is rather mineral and beautifully 
shaped – yes a little touch of savoury reduction. Carafe for a really delicious Bourgogne! 

 
2018 Mercurey Les Champs-Michaux, Domaine Adélie 
Deeper, some biscuit reduction, but a very fine mineral shape. Full, energetic, complex – what a great 
mouthful of wine! Delicious pineapple and minerality. Great Mercurey Blanc! 

 
2018 Nuits Saint Georges Les Terrasses Château-Gris 
Again a faint whiff of savoury reduction – it’s not the corks, these are tank samples. Nice shape and 
super energy in the mouth – a little more clarity and energy after the Mercurey – more intensity of 
agrume-styled flavour. Delicious finishing too! Yes! 

 
2018 Meursault, Domaine du Pavillon 
This smells a little of the fining, dulling the aroma a little. But there’s an energy and open freshness 
across the palate – that’s mouth-watering and delicious. This will be excellent! 

 
2018 Meursault 1er Cru Les Charmes, Domaine du Pavillon 
More depth of aroma here, riper citrus fruit but with energy too. Hmm, that’s fine – its mouth-filling 
but very open slightly spiced complexity here. Melting over the palate, a grain of tannin always 
present. It’s a great year for Charmes I think and here is a slightly different interpretation – super wine 
– probably carafe to get the best from this. As a minimum, excellent! 

 
2018 Beaune 1er Cru Clos des Mouches, Domaine du Pavillon 
A touch of cushioning to fresh, slightly mineral, comforting fruit. Super in the mouth – ultra-mineral, 
mouth-watering and complex. That’s really something. Bravo! Touched, by a suggestion of barrel 
today, but it’s obviously great wine! 

 
2018 Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru, Domaine du Pavillon 
Hmm, a silky depth of mineral aroma, a suggestion of caramel too. Lots of mouth-filling volume here 
– silkier wine too – the grain of tannin less visible than for the last 2 but there is still something here. 
Intense – wide, melting flavour long flavour that’s a super Charlemagne. 

Bill NANSON 

Albert Bichot - 2018 

https://www.burgundy-report.com/burgundy-report-extra/12-2019/albert-bichot-2018/
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2018 Moulin-à-Vent Rochegrès, Domaine de Rochegrès 
Hmm, a more floral and perfumed aroma here, fine minerality at the base. Beautiful extra volume but 
clarity too – this is gorgeous in the mouth – a clarion of deliciousness but with proper open structure 
too – bravo – and again great finishing! 
 

2018 Bourgogne Côte d’Or Pinot Noir Secret de Famille 
Hmm, this, to start, seems a little harder than the Rochegrès, but slowly opens with some attractive 
violet flowers over a more savoury depth. Fine width and shape – there is freshness and a lovely ripe 
but fresh liqueur fruit in the middle – this is an attractive 18 Bourgogne nothing here out of balance – 
carafe – it’s excellent. 
 

2018 Mercurey 1er Cru Champs Martin, Domaine Adélie 
Plenty of colour – still a waft of creamy oak on this nose. Quite full but layered and delicious. This 
sample has far too much oak for today – but the shape, balance and concentration are excellent… 
 

2018 Pommard Clos des Ursulines, Domaine du Pavillon 
Hmm, that’s a fine nose – of amplitude, depth and enticing perfume. Fine texture and mouth-filling 
volume. Deliciously finishing – bravo – top villages Pommard. 
 

2018 Pommard 1er Cru Les Rugiens, Domaine du Pavillon 
More freshness – a more vertical (up and down) nose – super, slightly spiced, but the villages is the 
more inviting today. More open, more structural but the tannin is modest – this has great open shape 
– architecture – super finishing complexity – mouth-watering all the way. A great finish! 
 

2018 Aloxe-Corton 1er Cru Clos des Maréchaudes, Domaine du Pavillon 
A more powerful nose, some floral aspects too – nicely presented. Nice drive and energy but a rather 
wide presentation too – not so sweet either for an Aloxe in 2018. Fine finishing – delicious. 
 

2018 Corton Grand Cru Clos des Maréchaudes, Domaine du Pavillon 
A narrower but deep nose, subltly floral and more obviously complex and inviting. Mouth-filling but 
in a well-judged way, slowly, slowly developing complexity and a more mouth-watering middle and 
finishing flavour. Not a bit overdone, some practically grain-free tannin. A great and open finish – 
great Corton. 
 

2018 Fixin 1er Cru Clos de la Perrière 
A waft, indeed a raft of oak – not quite to the level of the Mercurey – but redolent! Very fine shape in 
the mouth – a little less in all directions after the Corton – of course – but layered, open and really 
beautifully constructed. This is great Fixin – hopefully, the assemblage will be less oaked – anyway it 
will last very well. 
 

2018 Morey Saint Denis 1er Cru Les Sorbets 
Hmm, that’s a fine, open, fresh and complex nose – faintly spiced complexity – a great invitation. 
Round, supple, a lovely fresh and wide wave of flavour flowing over the palate. Lovely texture too. 
Wide finishing – classy, delicious wine! Bravo! 

The reds  
 

2018 Moulin-à-Vent, Domaine de Rochegrès 
Not bottled. 
An easy and wide nose with tighter depth. Nice shape in the mouth, clearly gamay, with layers 
of acid-led flavour. Really deliciously, finishing with a fine blend of clarity and complexity – 
lovely here. 

December 2019 Report / Published on January 29th, 2020 
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2018 Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Château-Gris 
Aromas of nice depth, a little narrower than the ‘Chaines.’ Fuller but open in style – architectural – a 
little like the Fixin today – but here with more impact. Really a fuller finish – quite some power here 
in the finish. Very nice. 

 
2018 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Chabiots 
Plenty of aromatic volume – quite attractive too. Actually this has nice freshness and an airy style 
despite the obvious volume in the mouth. Truly an elegant and enticing 2018 Chambolle! 

 
2018 Vosne-Romanée, Domaine du Clos Frantin 
Hmm – now that’s an attractive perfume! Mouth-filling, not too much. Mobile complex, changing 
over the palate. Lovely villages, correct, mouth-watering complexity – delicious! 

 
2018 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Malconsorts, Domaine du Clos Frantin 
Less depth of aroma but much more width and complexity. More zip of freshness and energy – ooh 
this is a bundle of energy. Dynamic, complex – brilliant finishing – bravo! 

 
2018 Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru, Domaine du Clos Frantin 
A fine herb and floral top note – deep too – less width – a vertical high and low nose. Fresh, open, 
complex, fine energy, proper but not daunting structure. I love my wine like this – so intense and 
mouth-watering in the finish. Bravo! 

 
2018 Echézeaux Grand Cru, Domaine du Clos Frantin 
A little more colour but still clear at the rim. A deep, deep nose but freshly floral above. Fuller, but 
actually freshly mineral too. Very wide, slow waves of mouth-watering flavour in the finish – a 
different beast. Super. 

 
2018 Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru 
A nice volume of aroma, and of attractive freshness within. Full, but depth of finely concentrated 
texture – energy and fine fruit – juicily delicious. Very long. Another Charmes of character in 2018! 
Excellent. 

 
2018 Clos de la Roche Grand Cru 
Plenty of colour but again clear at the rim. An extra freshness – indeed clarity, of complexity – deep, 
not so wide – hyper-attractive and adding further floral references. This is mouth-watering, mineral, 
and a touch saline. Easy energy over the palate, fine finishing intensity too – slowly fading here. 
Lovely wine. 

 
2018 Chambertin, Domaine du Clos Frantin 
Hmm – the most perfumed nose of all – super. Supple, deep, mouth-filling wine – always mouth-
watering, touched by a little oak, but just an anecdote. Mouth-wateringly long, impressive weight to 
this finishing flavour too. Great wine! 

2018 Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Chaines Carteaux 
Fresh and deep – some creamy oak – but less than the others that are affected. This has cool 
fruit and drive – a bubbling undercurrent of energy and slowly growing intensity. Excellent! 

December 2019 Report / Published on January 29th, 2020 



2018 Gevrey-Chambertin “Les Evocelles” : (89-91)  

A fresh and high-toned nose features notes of essence of red currant, cherry and wafting floral 
nuances. There is unusually good volume for Evocelles along with solid mid-palate density to the saline-
suffused flavors that culminate in an impressively long if slightly chewy finish. Still, this is a very good 
villages. 2028+  

2018 Fixin 1er Cru “Clos de la Perrière”: (89-92) 
Moderate amounts of wood and reduction make for a pungent introduction to the delicious, intense 
and concentrated medium-bodied flavors that coat the palate with sap that also serves to buffer the 
balanced and lightly stony finale. This isn’t particularly energetic but I like the depth and harmony. 
2025+  

2018 Nuits St.-Georges 1er Cru "Chaînes Carteaux”: (89-92) 
Here the expressive nose plays right on the edge of perceptible volatile acidity though I stress that it’s 
very subtle on the moderately high-toned nose of various red berries, pomegranate and lavender 
scents, all of which is trimmed in soft oak. The racy and solidly intense medium-bodied flavors possess 
very good detail along with slightly more evident acidity on the stony, serious and mildly rustic finale. 
2026+ 

2018 Nuits St. Georges 1er Cru “Château Gris”: (89-92) 
A spicy and quite peppery mix is comprised by notes of red and dark currant, soft wood and a floral top 
note. There is reasonably good volume to the stony and well-detailed middle weight flavors that 
terminate in a refreshingly saline-inflected finish. This high elevation vineyard is always better in warm 
vintages and 2018 is exactly that. 2028+  

2018 Morey St.-Denis 1er Cru “Les Sorbets”: (90-92) 
There is a more sophisticated mouthfeel to the middle weight flavors thanks to the relatively fine-
grained tannins shaping the markedly saline and refreshing finish. This is almost tender in character 
and a wine that should be approachable young. 2026+  

2018 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru “Les Chabiots”: (90-92) 
A deft application of wood is present on the cool but ripe array that is comprised by notes of essence of 
plum, red currant and a dollop of various spice elements. There is fine volume to the attractively 
textured and mouth coating flavors that are at once refined while flashing focused power on the 
delicious and solidly persistent finish. This needs to develop more depth but it’s very Chambollesque. 
2026+ 

2018 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru “Les Amoureuses”: (90-93) 
A markedly spicy nose is both quite pretty and floral in character with just a touch of wood toast to the 
mostly red currant-scented aromas. The ultra-refined, sleek and lacy middle weight flavors that possess 
a velvety mouthfeel that contrasts with the firm and youthfully austere finally that is very well 
balanced. This should reward medium-term patience. 2028+  

2018 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru “Les Malconsorts” 
Domaine du Clos Frantin: (90-93) 
(from a large 1.76 ha parcel). A fresh, bright and expressive nose offers up an elegant collection of red 
cherry, pomegranate, floral and an abundance of spice scents. There is good volume and muscle as 
well as an attractive underlying tension to the intensely mineral-driven medium weight plus flavors 
that deliver excellent punch and drive to the lingering if grippy finale. This is presently very firmly 
structured and while by no means hard, it will need all of 12 to 15-ish years or so for the tannins to fully 
resolve. 2033+  
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2018 Echézeaux Domaine du Clos Frantin: (90-93) 
(from a .99 ha parcel in Champs Traversin). A notably ripe and very spicy nose combines notes of cassis, blue berry, violet and 
sandalwood. The seductive and velvet-textured middle weight flavors possess both good volume and plenty of sappy dry 
extract that mostly buffers the firm tannic spine shaping the better balanced if youthfully austere finish. This is not particularly 
reserved though it will still need at least a few years of patience first. 2030+  

 
2018 Grands-Echézeaux Domaine du Clos Frantin: (91-93) 
(from a .6 ha parcel). A more restrained nose features equally spicy and more floral-infused aromas that also evidence a trace 
of volatile acidity. The exceptionally rich and full-bodied flavors possess very good power and muscle while the copious sap 
coats the palate on the firm, saline, very compact and built-to-age finale. 2033+  

 
2018 Charmes-Chambertin: (90-93) 
(from Charmes proper and Mazoyères). A decidedly reserved if not mute nose reflects notes of cassis, plum liqueur, earth and 
suggestions of the sauvage. The round and nicely voluminous middle weight plus flavors possess an enveloping mouthfeel as 
well as very fine length on the firm finish. This too should age well over the medium to perhaps even longer-term. 2039+  

 
2018 Chambertin Domaine du Clos Frantin: (91-93) 
Evident wood and menthol elements frame the mostly cool and reserved dark berry fruit, earth and freshly turned earth 
aromas. The rich broad-shouldered flavors possess excellent punch and minerality while flashing obvious muscle on the stony, 
chiseled and powerful finish that is once youthfully austere and linear. Like the Grands Ech, this is going to need considerable 
time to shed its very firm tannic shell. 2033+  

 
2018 Richebourg Domaine du Clos Frantin: (91-94) 
This is even more aromatically restrained than the Chambertin at present with its riper aromas of cassis, poached plum, exotic 
tea and a broad array of floral influences. The sleek, intense and beautifully delineated large-scaled flavors that brim with both 
minerality and dry extract, all wrapped in a strikingly long, stony and linear finish that is trimmed in just enough wood to merit 
pointing out. This is also clearly built-to-age and I very much like the complexity. 2035+  

1st Quarter, 2020 
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January 2020 Jancisrobinson.com 

VINTAGE 2018 

Savigny-Les-Beaune Les Grands Picotins Domaine du Pavillon 2018: 16 
 

Pommard Clos des Ursulines Domaine du Pavillon 2018: 16+ 
 

Pommard 1er Cru Les Rugiens Domaine du Pavillon 2018: 16.5 
Very juicy appealing palate in which the fruit almost disguises the polished tannins.  

 

Vosne-Romanée Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018: 16.5 

Very juicy with the drive of the village. This seems balanced, without obtrusive tannins. Good 
pace. 

 

Fixin 1er Clos de la Perrière Cru 2018: 17 
Rich nose reminiscent of dunked digestive biscuits. Very sweet palate entry is pretty charming. 
Lots of energy here. No shy retiring flower! Long on the end.  

 

Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Sorbets 2018: 16.5 
Interesting, well-integrated nose. Savoury energy. Well balanced.  

 

Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Malconsorts Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018: 17 
Hint of oak on some quite precise raspberry fruit. Chalky texture. This should come right 
eventually.  

 

Latricières-Chambertin Grand Cru 2018: 17 
Trace of oak on the nose. Sweet start and some delicate precision. Appetising. 

 

Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru 2018: 17 
Quite an intense nose. Round nose and then crunchy fruited. Good attack. Quite forward.  

 

Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018: 17 + 
Clove, vanilla, a touch of earth and strawberry. Well-structured palate, with the intensity to 
carry it off over the medium-to-long term.  

 

Echezeaux Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018: 17+ 
Solid concentrated fruit with freshness that complements it. Very lively wine. Lots of structure in 
evidence at the moment, with masses of energy. 

 

Chambertin Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin 2018: 17.5 
Intense and concentrated nose. Good balance with near-majestic fruit almost covering the oaky 
structure. Definitely the star of the tasting. 
 
 

https://www.jancisrobinson.com/tastings/view/627735
https://www.jancisrobinson.com/tastings/view/627736
https://www.jancisrobinson.com/tastings/view/627736
https://www.jancisrobinson.com/tastings/view/627754
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Jancisrobinson.com 

VINTAGE 2018 

Chablis 1er Cru Les Vaucopins Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018: 17 
Very exciting and lively. Very classic Chablis with juiciness and limpidity. Chapeau!  
 

Chablis Grand Cru Les Blanchots Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018: 16.5 
Excellent structure and raciness on the palate. Already approachable, though with some chewiness. 
 

Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018: 17 
Lean and clean and fresh. Some green streak. Long and firm. As good as the Vaucopins with a bit more weight.  
 

Chablis Grand Cru Moutonne Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018: 17.5 
Creamy almond notes, with oyster shell, spice and yellow apple. Dense, chalky and tight, with brisk acidity rather than 
crisp. Creamy and long, and certainly needs time. Worthy of grand cru.  
 
 

 

Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Terrasses Château-Gris 2018: 16 
 

Beaune 1er Cru Clos des Mouches Domaine du Pavillon 2018: 16 
 
Meursault 1er Cru Les Charmes Domaine du Pavillon 2018: 16.5 

COTE D’OR WHITES 
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2018 REDS 

2018 Moulin-à-Vent Domaine de Rochegrès 90 
It has a pretty, pure red cherry and crushed strawberry bouquet – bright and perky! The palate is medium-
bodied with supple tannins, a fine bead of acidity and a gentle but nicely defined finish. Enjoy this well-made 
Beaujolais over the next five years. 

2018 Bourgogne Côte d’Or Pinot Noir "Secret de Famille" 87 
It offers strawberry and raspberry scents, and the palate is balanced and clean, with a welcome touch of sour 
cherry on the finish. Likely to be good value.  

2018 Mercurey Champs Martin 1er Cru Domaine Adélie 88-90 
It has a light, fresh bouquet of raspberry and cranberry fruit, a little earthy and rustic in a positive sense. The 
palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins and a fine bead of acidity. Quite pastille-like toward the finish, 
where I find the whole bunch neatly enmeshed. Enjoy this light-hearted, approachable Mercurey over the next 
five or six years.  

2018 Savigny-lès-Beaune Les Grands Picotins Domaine du Pavillon 90-92 

The gung-ho nose flaunts a bit of brio that I admire, along with plenty of brambly red berry fruit. The palate is 
well balanced with sappy red fruit, a fine bead of acidity and discreet touches of apricot and blood orange on the 
finish. This is just superb.  

2018 Pommard Les Rugiens 1er Cru Domaine du Pavillon 90-92 
It has a more introverted bouquet, while the fruit feels a little darker. The palate is medium-bodied with grippy 
tannins. Clean and pure with a sensual finish. Good potential.  

2018 Aloxe-Corton Clos des Maréchaudes 1er Cru Domaine du Pavillon 89-91 
It has quite an elegant bouquet for this appellation, the whole bunch perhaps putting a bit of restraint on its 
precocity. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins. This is a pliant Aloxe-Corton with a caressing, 
slightly citrus-fresh finish that delivers satisfying tension. Recommended.  

2018 Corton Clos des Maréchaudes Grand Cru Domaine du Pavillon 92-94 

It has a pretty bouquet of brambly red fruit, briar and light tertiary scents that gradually unfold in the glass. The 
palate is well balanced with nice grip on the entry. This is underlined by a fine bead of acidity that lends 
wonderful freshness and race on the finish. Superb.  

2018 Fixin Clos de la Perrière 1er Cru 90-92
It has a ripe, generous bouquet of macerated red cherries, wild strawberry and quince aromas that don’t hold 
back. The palate is well balanced with gutsy red berry fruit laced with sherbet and orange peel, and a little spice 
toward the succulent finish. There is a subtle headiness here, but I suspect it will be absolutely delicious after 
bottling.  

2018 Gevrey-Chambertin Petite-Chapelle 1er Cru 90-92
It feels a little pinched on the nose. The palate is slightly grainy in texture and there is a fine bead of acidity here. 
Quite a structured and spicy Petite-Chapelle, with a dash of black pepper on the finish. This certainly improves 
with aeration.  

2018 Chambolle-Musigny Les Amoureuses 1er Cru 91-93 
It has a lovely, very pure and charming bouquet with copious red cherries, crushed strawberry and pressed rose 
petal aromas, veins of blue fruit emerging with aeration. There is a sensuality that is irresistible. Drink over the 
next two decades.  

Neal Martin 

January 2020 
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2018 REDS 
 

2018 Vosne-Romanée Les Malconsorts 1erCru Domaine du Clos Frantin 92-94 
This has a high-class bouquet of pure red cherries, cranberry and wild strawberry scents, hints of rose petal and 
orange blossom emerging with time. The palate is medium-bodied with crisp red berry fruit and a frame of 
quite firm tannins that should guarantee the longevity of this Malconsorts. It feels a little aloof on the finish, but 
it just needs time to soften its edges.  
 

2018 Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin 90-92 

It offers a mixture of red and black fruit on the nose, which is a little tertiary in style, the whole bunch being a 
little more conspicuous at the moment. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins and fine acidity. A 
nubile Clos de Vougeot with a rich, dense finish. Give it three to five years in bottle. 
 

2018 Clos de la Roche Grand Cru  91-93 

It has an intense red cherry and crushed strawberry bouquet, touches of incense and rose petals emerging with 
time. I appreciate the precision here. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins, very poised and 
focused, with a sorbet-fresh finish that maybe just needs a little more weight and density. Hopefully that will 
develop by the time of bottling.  
 

2018 Echézeaux Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin 91-93 

The transparent, generous bouquet is quite floral in style, with pressed rose petals present as much as the red 
fruit. The medium-bodied palate delivers fine tannins and good acidity. This is a very well balanced and focused 
Echézeaux with a structured, stony finish. 
 

2018 Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru  92-94 

There is a sense of sumptuousness on the nose of pure dark cherry, cranberry and tangerine. The palate is well 
balanced with grippy tannins, a fine bead of acidity and satisfying tension and vivacity on the edgy, stony finish. 
This is an excellent Charmes-Chambertin. 
 

2018 Chambertin Grand Cru Domaine du Clos Frantin  94-96 

It has a very pure, generous bouquet with layers of red cherries, crushed strawberry and cranberry fruit and 
well-integrated oak. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins. Very lithe and fresh, leading to a 
delineated finish that ranks alongside many others I have tasted. This is a superb Chambertin that will age with 
style. 
 

2018 WHITES 
 

2018 Mâcon Milly-Lamartine 87 
It has a clean, fresh bouquet of red apples and light apricot scents. The palate is well balanced with orange zest 
and citrus fruit on the entry, a fine bead of acidity and a welcome touch of sour lemon mixed with almond 
toward the finish.  
 

2018 Mercurey Les Champs-Michaux Domaine Adélie 89 
It has an attractive bouquet of pressed white flowers filtering through the beeswax and light apricot scents. The 
well-balanced palate displays a fine bead of acidity, good weight and a fresh, white peach and nectarine finish. 
Fine. 
 

2018 Meursault Les Charmes 1er Cru Domaine du Pavillon 91 
It has a pleasant bouquet with subtle aromas of praline and walnut. The well-balanced palate offers orange zest 
and apricot on the entry. A pretty rather than a cerebral wine, with satisfying delineation and length on the 
finish. It actually improves with aeration and ends up a very commendable Charmes. 

 

Neal Martin 

January 2020 
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The 2018 Chablis is a very pretty wine. Dried pear, almond and dried flowers give the Chablis lovely aromatic 
complexity and nuance. Soft, silky and expressive, the 2018 is promising. (88-90) 

The 2018 Chablis Les Beugnons 1er Cru is ample and creamy in feel, emerging from the combination of warm soils 
and steep, south-facing site. Dried pear, crushed flowers, mint and spice notes all flesh out in this super-expressive, 
open-knit Chablis. There is real character and depth here. (90-92) 

The 2018 Chablis Les Lys 1er Cru is bright, precise and beautifully lifted, with lovely citrus, almond, dried herb, 
saline and white floral character. Medium in body and vibrant, the Lys clearly benefits from the northern exposure 
of this site and aging in steel. This is an impeccably done wine that shows the more savory style of Chablis. (90-92) 

The 2018 Chablis Les Vaillons 1er Cru is fabulous and also the most complete of the three wines from the Vaillons 
valley. Bright citrus and floral notes confer lift and airiness to this very pretty, gracious Chablis. A wine of total 
precision and class, the Vaillons is simply terrific. The 10% oak (all neutral) is not especially evident. (91-93) 

The 2018 Chablis Montmains 1er Cru, from Les Forets, is ample and expressive, with an extra kick of raciness from 
the 20% new oak. Apricot, almond, dried flowers, chamomile and lightly honeyed notes all grace this exquisite, 
impeccably balanced Chablis from Long-Deaquit. The balance of fruit richness, aromatics and structure here is 
compelling. (91-93) 

The 2018 Chablis Montée de Tonnerre 1er Cru is brisk and vibrant, as wines from this site tend to be. Citrus peel, 
white flowers, white pepper and chalk give the 2018 striking aromatic presence and brilliance. This finely sculpted, 
nuanced Chablis has so much to offer. I loved it. (91-93) 

The 2018 Chablis Les Vaucopins 1er Cru is bright, precise and full of energy. Floral, savory and mineral notes are 
pushed forward in this lively, nicely delineated Chablis. The Vaucopins is a bit tight today, but that should not be an 
issue in time. The 15% new oak adds texture without being especially noticeable. Stylistically, the Vaucopins is more 
about texture and palate presence than overt fruit. (90-92) 

The 2018 Chablis Les Blanchots Grand Cru emerges from the highest and easternmost border of this grand cru, 
which gives the wine its distinctive airy, weightless feel. Floral and citrus notes are finely sketched in this 
understated, nuanced Chablis from Long-Depaquit. Time in the glass brings out an attractive tropical quality. (91-93) 

The 2018 Chablis Les Preuses Grand Cru is dense and powerful in the glass. It is also one of the few wines that is 
done entirely in oak, an approach that, in my view, constricts the wine and leaves it feeling austere, which is not at 
all typical for the year. Even, the Preuses has quite a bit of energy. I can't wait to taste it with a bit more bottle age. 
(91-93) 

The 2018 Chablis Bougros Grand Cru is creamy and silky, with pretty floral notes that add lift. Jasmine, pear, green 
apple, mint and a touch of new oak all grace this super-expressive, inviting Chablis. Aging in oak adds texture and 
resonance, without marking the wine excessively. (92-94) 

The 2018 Chablis Les Vaudésirs Grand Cru shows the richer, riper side of the year, all of that accented by 25% new 
oak that adds richness and volume. Apricot, orange peel and tropical fruit are all laced together in this lush, racy 
Chablis. This is a wine of real power, depth and density but also of energy. (92-94) 

The 2018 Chablis Les Clos Grand Cru is very airy, weightless and lifted. The 35% new oak is not especially evident. 
The 2018 shows real finesse and aromatic intrigue. Citrus, white flowers, chalk, white orchard fruit, white pepper 
and mint come together in a very pretty and gracious wine with a long, persistent finish. (92-94) 

Vinous  -  Stephen Tanzer 2018 CHABLIS
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MORGON LES CHARMES 2018 
Tasted by Jeannie Cho Lee MW (at NYC, USA, 03 Feb 2020) 
Morgon is sourced from a southeast-facing slope on granitic soil that is above 350 metres in altitude giving the wine 
freshness and lifted characters. The palate is generous, filled with ripe black cherries and cinnamon balanced by light tannins. 
A delicious, fruity Morgon that one can enjoy now. Drinking window 2020-2025. 

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN LES EVOCELLES 2018  
Tasted by Tim Atkin MW (at 2018 En primeur tastings, Burgundy, 20 Oct 2019) 
In warmer vintages like 2018, the Brochon side of Gevrey-Chambertin really comes into its own. This racy, floral, 20% new 
oak-aged example comes from a vineyard that's right next door to the Champeaux Premier Cru and is very much a superior 
village wine. Sappy, floral and well balanced with appealing focus, freshness and palate depth. Drinking window 2021-2028. 

FIXIN 1ER CRU CLOS DE LA PERRIÈRE 2018 
Tasted by Tim Atkin MW (at 2018 En primeur tastings, Burgundy, 20 Oct 2019) 
Part of “Best value 2018 red Burgundy en primeur to buy” 
This is sizeable - and very reliable - cuvée in the Bichot portfolio, sourced from a large parcel of five hectares that covers 
three different terroirs. Fermented with 10% whole bunches and aged in 20% new wood, it's an aromatic, floral, textured 
Pinot Noir with appealing freshness and minerality and an undertone of noble reduction. Classy Fixin. Drinking window 
2022-2028. 

NUITS-SAINT-GEORGES 1ER CRU CHÂTEAU-GRIS 2018 
Blind tasted by Tim Atkin MW (at 2018 En primeur tastings, Burgundy, 21 Oct 2019) 
Château Gris is a special site in Nuits-St-Georges, perched in the hills above the town and producing both a white and red of 
some distinction. This floral, aromatic, 25% whole bunch-fermented Premier Cru is closer to a Beaune red in style, with 
sappy minerality, fine tannins and flavours of red cherry, pomegranate and aromatic spices underpinned by acidity. Drinking 
window 2024-2030. 

CLOS DE LA ROCHE GRAND CRU 2018 
Blind tasted by Tim Atkin MW (at 2018 En primeur tastings, Burgundy, 21 Oct 2019) 
Bichot buy the grapes from a single parcel in the Clos de la Roche to produce this wonderfully stylish expression of the 
Grand Cru. Aged in 35% new wood, it's intensely floral and refined, with youthful, vivid rose petal and wild strawberry 
scents and flavours, chalky minerality and the poise and definition you expect from such a great terroir. Drinking window 
2024-2032. 

CHABLIS Domaine Long-Depaquit 2018 
Tasted by Jeannie Cho Lee MW (at NYC, USA, 03 Feb 2020) 
Domaine Long-Depaquit is one of six Bichot estates in Burgundy and their biggest vineyard holding with 65ha. Bichot’s 
commitment to Chablis shows in this well-crafted village Chablis that is filled with lemon and grapefruit flavors carried along 
a lean body. Fresh, light, no oak influence, with attractive flavors of citrus and fresh herbs - friendly but not over-ripe. Perfect 
to enjoy now with simply prepared fresh shellfish. Drinking window 2020-2024. 

PULIGNY-MONTRACHET 2018 
Tasted by Jeannie Cho Lee MW (at NYC, USA, 03 Feb 2020) 
A very pretty Puligny-Montrachet village white that defies this warm vintage by being linear and elegant, with white flowers 
and nectarines that dance on your tongue. Flavours are lifted with good depth and mid palate concentration while the body is 
light and freshness. Aged in oak barrels for 16 months with approximately 25% new oak used. Drinking window 2020-2025. 

NUITS-SAINT-GEORGES LES TERRASSES – Château-Gris 2018 
Blind tasted by Tim Atkin MW (at 2018 En primeur tastings, Burgundy, 21 Oct 2019) 
White wines are rare in the Côte de Nuits, especially of this quality. Grown above the town on terraces, as its name makes 
clear, this comes from very poor soils and is suitably chiselled, focused and well-balanced. With well-integrated 20% new 
wood, crunchy citrus and limestone flavours and a long, tangy finish, this is a delightful Chardonnay. Drinking window 2020-
2024. 

BEAUNE 1ER CRU CLOS DES MOUCHES Domaine du Pavillon 2018 
Tasted by Tim Atkin MW (at 2018 En primeur tastings, Burgundy, 20 Oct 2019) 
The Clos des Mouches made by Joseph Drouhin may be more famous, but Bichot's parcel of 0.7ha, situated in the highest 
part of the Premier Cru, is pretty impressive in its own right. Bright, focused and chiselled, it's the sort of white that wouldn't 
look out of place in Puligny-Montrachet, combining citrus, wet stone and aniseed flavours. Drinking window 2021-2028. 

Vintage 2018 
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2018, Mercurey Les Champs-Michaux, Domaine Adélie 88 
Clear colour with some zestful green tints to it. A little flesh, quite stylish, this does feel like white wine terroir up on its plateau. Plenty 
of clay here but altitude and the rock below change that. This is good.  

2018, Meursault, Domaine du Pavillon 89-91  
A blend of many plots, mostly from lower down. This is a substantial weighty Meursault, some pear fruit in the mix, good natural 
acidity, medium plus length. This should develop into a relatively classic style that retains good freshness behind.  

2018, Meursault Les Charmes 1er Cru, Domaine du Pavillon 90-92  
From the upper part of the vineyard. Pale lemon, quite an oaky nose here. Then a significant weight of fruit, backed by the usual 
lemony acidity from Bichot, some fresh apples too, while the weight of a typical Charmes continues through to the finish.  

2018, Beaune Clos des Mouches 1er Cru, Domaine du Pavillon 90-92  
Clear pale colour. The palate impresses with a wealth of just nicely ripe fruit, white and yellow notes together, then good refreshing 
acidity behind. Some flesh while remaining what the French call digeste.  

2018, Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru, Domaine du Pavillon 92-95  
From Languettes, next to the three poplars. Light fresh pale colour. Starts with the stones, moves towards the flesh, has both in 
balance, a slight lime infusion. The intensity is there, very linear in style, good weight at the back.  

2018, Pommard Clos des Ursulines, Domaine du Pavillon  90-92  
Brisk fresh purple with lots of energy. Really lifted nose, all about the fruit, ripe raspberries but not too dark. This classy fruit 
continues on the palate where it meets a raft of tannins, but they are certainly ripe enough and the two parts will shake hands and 
combine in due course. It is very clean pure red fruit which returns at the end.  

2018, Pommard Les Rugiens 1er Cru, Domaine du Pavillon  92-94  
From the lower part. Glowing fresh purple. The nose is quiet but there is a vast wealth of fruit on the palate, red and black together, 
followed by the quite massive tannins typical of this location. Just a question of time but all is there in 2018.  

2018, Aloxe-Corton Clos des Maréchaudes 1er Cru, Domaine du Pavillon  91-94  
Beautiful intense purple. This starts with a sweet ripe red fruit, then more tannins than I expected behind. Pretty weight but a bit 
more sombre than the Pommards. On the other hand, closer to grand cru in fruit weight. I like the finish, too.  

2018, Corton Grand Cru Clos des Maréchaudes, Domaine du Pavillon  92-94  
Picked 30th August for the young vines, 5th September for the rest. The colour is purple-black and the fruit seems richer and riper. 
There is just a tiny bit greater density of fruit but it is more the style and the ripeness of the tannins which make the distinction. Nice 
acidity behind. 

2018, Moulin-à-Vent, Domaine de Rochegrès    88-89  
Solid weight of colour, the nose is not quite ready to speak yet, but a huge weight of fruit which is both sensual and meaty at the 
same time. Some tannins of course and a lovely bit of black pepper. Concentrated, interesting and typical of the appellation. 

2018, Rochegrès Moulin-à-Vent, Domaine de Rochegrès  89-91  
Even denser and deeper purple than the regular, with a lot more going on the nose, even a touch vegetal as well as dark fruit and 
pepper. This is in 350 litre barrels which smooths out the fruit in the mouth as well as adding a different level of tannin. A touch more 
acidity here too, a little more of everything and consequently more backwards.  

Jasper Morris MW 

2018: THE VINTAGE REPORT (BEAUJOLAIS) - January 2020 

2018: THE VINTAGE REPORT (COTE DE BEAUNE & COTE CHALONNAISE) - December 2019 



2018, Nuits-St-Georges Les Terrasses, Château Gris  89-91  

Vinified in Nuits. Quite a lot of yellow in the colour. All chardonnay, which is often not the case in Nuits. Almost a waxy character here, 
with good lemon notes in the background. Concentrated flesh through the middle, this has body and personality.  
 

2018, Bourgogne Côte d’Or Pinot Noir Secret de Famille 88  
In bottle. Glowing purple with a clear fresh pinot nose. There is an impressive volume of fruit on the palate, intense cherries, indeed this is 
really concentrated for a generic Bourgogne, with good acid balance, a few tannins still to resolve, then bingo!  
 

2018, Vosne Romanée, Domaine du Clos Frantin  90-93  
From two plots: Basses Maizières picked early, on 4th September, and Damaudes high on the slope, picked on 11th September. Huge red 
purple colour. Some weight of fruit on the nose, and certainly ripe enough. Fresher on the palate, quite a few tannins behind, but a lovely 
classy feel to the fruit, a cool fresh touch, certainly not too ripe. Very fine aftertaste in fact with fresh cherries and ripe red berry fruit.  
 

2018, Fixin Clos de la Perrière 1er Cru 89-92  
Glowing purple with impressive depth. A little sweet raspberry on the nose, and a flood of such fruit behind, along with some drier 
tannins. Very succulent, raspberry and strawberry mix, attractive acidity, all put together quite well.  
 

2018, Morey-St-Denis Les Sorbets 1er Cru 91-94  
Fine fresh crimson-purple, with real elegance to the nose. Lovely red fruit then slightly firmer drier tannins, nicely balanced, ripe fruit. A 
nice little tension at the back.  

 

2018, Nuits-St-Georges Chaines-Carteaux 1er Cru  92-94  
Decent purple colour, a little fresh plum, then more ripe cherries afterwards, stretches very nicely across the palate, a most attractive 
sweetness of fruit on the second half which triumphs over the tannins. Long and lovely.  
 

2018, Nuits-St-Georges Château-Gris 1er Cru 92-94  
Dense purple, definitely showing the plums qualities of Nuits-St-Georges. Pretty and perfumed graceful red fruit, almost some apple and 
orange zest, far from massive and the tannins are refined. A really stylish, elegant Nuits.  
 

2018, Chambolle-Musigny Les Chabiots 1er Cru 89-92  
Slightly paler purple in colour than some in the line-up. Quite a stylish bouquet, maybe some whole bunches in evidence. Pink roses and 
raspberries on the palate, a touch of tannin behind, certainly ripe but elegant enough.  
 

2018, Gevrey-Chambertin Petite Chapelle 1er Cru 91-94  
Brisk glowing purple. Fully ripe fruit here, succulent deep raspberry, as ever quite fine bodied underneath this superficial weight of fruit. 
Slimline, yet fine and persistent. Very good.  
 

2018, Vosne-Romanée Les Malconsorts 1er Cru, Domaine du Clos Frantin  92-95  
There is a massively deep purple colour to this Malconsorts, with bundles of energetic red fruit on the nose. The palate too demonstrates 
this, some orange zest, otherwise entirely red fruit, no black notes, good acidity and the persistence of a grand cru.  
 

2018, Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru 93-95  
Rich dense purple with an intensity of succulent fruit which speaks more of Charmes than Mazoyères where the vines are actually 
situated. Ripe rich plums, super sweet fruit on the palate, maximum ripeness, just a little acidity, tannins present but totally subdued, rich 
long aftertaste.  
 

2018, Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru, Domaine du Clos Frantin 94-96  
Firm dense purple with super saturated fruit first on the nose and then the palate. Deep dark cherries and raspberries but with life 
behind. Of course, the Clos Vougeot structure is there but the fruit is so intense – and not over-ripe – that this works really well. Very 
promising indeed.  
 

2018, Echezeaux Grand Cru, Domaine du Clos Frantin 93-96  
From Champs Traversin. Medium deep purple, the nose is a little bit more refined than some, and this same elegance is carried over on to 
the palate. There is a good balance between fruit and acidity, with the tannins, fine-grained, waiting discreetly behind. Very stylish pure 
elegant and fresh finish.  
 

2018, Chambertin Grand Cru, Domaine du Clos Frantin 95-98  
Three barrels with plenty of whole bunch to help fill the tank. A wonderful sweet fruit generosity, alpine strawberry and fresh raspberry, 
this is certainly not too ripe and shows the delicacy and intensity which Chambertin should offer. Lovely balance between just ripe fruit 
and the structure, partly acidity partly fine boned tannins. Very good length.  
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Jasper Morris MW 

 2018, Chablis Les Vaillons 1er Cru, Domaine Long-Depaquit 90  
In bottle. Pale lemon colour. Ripe fruit and some flesh are apparent on the nose. It has a similar tight structure and yellow fruit, but 
more intense than the straight Chablis and with good length at the back after the slight bitterness. There is good tension but the fruit 
is a little yellower than for classic Vaillons.  
 

2018, Chablis Les Vaucopins 1er Cru, Domaine Long-Depaquit 92  
In bottle. Pale lemon. A lovely crackling crunchy saline nose with white fruit notes. This speaks more of its terroir and less of the 
vintage. This is quite delicious on the palate though opens out to a little more flesh than is typical. Good length.  
 

2018, Chablis Les Blanchots Grand Cru, Domaine Long-Depaquit 91-94  
Clear pale colour with a light lemon tint. Lightish bouquet, but it is an attractive floral perfume, nonetheless. Rather peachier on the 
palate, with underlying white fruit, crisp, good weight and length. Nice little touch of bitterness behind.  
 

2018, Chablis Les Clos Grand Cru, Domaine Long-Depaquit 91-95  
Classiest nose to date, but seems a little under ripe on the palate, with tight lime juice notes. There is some depth of fruit too. 
Certainly some concentration so this may emerge from here. 
 

2018, Chablis Les Vaudésirs Grand Cru, Domaine Long-Depaquit 92-96  
This was the first vineyard to be picked and has benefitted from the decision. Pale colour with a noticeably reductive nose. There is an 
attractive tension of fruit, and the weight you would expect from this cru. Enough concentration of fruit and not too ripe, indeed 
builds well at the back.  
 

2018, Chablis Moutonne Grand Cru, Domaine Long-Depaquit 92-97  
Clear fresh pale lemon. This is elegant and classy, picked at the right moment. It shows the weight of ripe fruit, predominantly classy 
white fruit, some pears, a little citrus tingle, nicely saline behind. A wine with depth and weight, and the structure for quite long 
ageing. Brilliant finish.  
 

2018: THE VINTAGE REPORT (CHABLIS) - November 2019 
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2018 Chablis 
2018 Chablis Domaine Long-Depaquit: (88) 

(100% stainless). The nose is quite fresh and good Chablis typicity suffuses the citrus, pear and tidal pool whiffs. The succulent, 

delicious and round medium weight flavors terminate in a bitter lemon-inflected and slightly warm finish that offers good depth 

and persistence. 2021+  

2018 Chablis 1er Cru Les Lys Domaine Long-Depaquit : (88-91) 

(from a 2 ha holding; all stainless). A cool, pure, airy and more elegant nose combines notes of white flower, pear, green fruit 

and just enough classic Chablis typicity to be interesting. The round and fleshy middle weight flavors possess a chalky texture 

before terminating in a saline and refreshing finale that is delicate but punchy. 2023+  

2018 Chablis 1er Cru Les Beugnons Domaine Long-Depaquit : (89-91) 

(from a 2.3 ha parcel). Here the nose is discreet to the point of being almost mute as it only grudgingly reveals whiffs of white 

flowers, citrus and algae. There is more volume and richness to the bigger and more powerful if less refined flavors that are 

impressively saline-inflected on the complex and solidly long finale. 2024+ 

2018 Chablis 1er Cru Les Vaillons Domaine Long-Depaquit : (89-92) 

(from a holding of 4.3 ha that is 90% from Epinottes with the balance from Séchet; 10% wood). A deft application of wood sets 

off the more expressive array of citrus pear and oyster shell aromas. Once again there is excellent volume and richness to the 

punchier and better delineated flavors that possess a lovely texture while exhibiting fine depth and persistence on the markedly 

dry though not really austere finale. This is quite good. 2024+  

2018 Chablis 1er Cru Les Vaucopins Domaine Long-Depaquit : (88-91) 

(raised in ~15% wood). Here the wood is slightly more apparent as it sets off the cool, fresh and airy if notably ripe aromas of 

both white and yellow orchard fruit that displays top notes of ocean breeze and oyster shell. The seductively succulent and 

rounded medium-bodied flavors possess very good mid-palate density where the dry extract imparts a sappy texture to the 

clean finish. 2022+  

2018 Chablis 1er Cru Montmains Domaine Long-Depaquit : (89-91) 

(from .5 ha parcel in Forêts). This is aromatically similar to the Vaucopins but with a bit more citrus influence. The delicious and 

relatively powerful medium weight flavors possess excellent punch while exhibiting good minerality on the finale. 2022+  

2018 Chablis 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre Domaine Long-Depaquit : (90-92) 

(100% from Côte de Bréchain). Discreet wood influence surrounds the floral, petrol, iodine and white flower aromas. The wood 

is also present on the refined and energetic though definitely opulent flavors that also terminate in a bone dry finish that offers 

a bit better depth and persistence. 2024+  

2018 Chablis Grand Cru Les Blanchots Domaine Long-Depaquit : (89-92)  

(from a 1.5 ha parcel of 40+ year old vines; ~25% wood). Relatively restrained wood influence easily allows the conspicuously 

floral-suffused nose that grudgingly reveals additional notes of sea breeze, white peach and a whiff of lychee. The very 

generously proportioned medium-bodied flavors possess a succulent, even lush, mouth feel where the sappy dry extract coats 

the palate on the bitter lemon-inflected finale. 2025+  

2018 Chablis Grand Cru Les Vaudésirs Domaine Long-Depaquit : (89-91)  

(from a holding of 2.6 ha; ~25% new wood). More evident wood stops short of fighting with the mildly exotic nose of spicy 

apricot, white peach and just enough Chablis typicity to be convincing. There is better intensity and punch to the relatively 

delicate middle weight flavors that possess reasonably good depth. 2025+  

2018 Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos Domaine Long-Depaquit : (91-93)  

(from a 1.5 ha parcel; ~35% new wood). A generous dollop of wood overshadows the citrus, floral, mineral reduction, pear and 

iodine-suffused aromas today. The wood can also be found on the palate as well though the good news is that there is sufficient 

mid-palate density to the medium weight flavors appears to be up to the challenge of absorbing it. The mouth feel is caressing 

but powerful while the finish is both much better balanced and persistent. 2026+ 
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ALBERT BICHOT CHABLIS 1ER CRU MONTÉE DE TONNERRE DOMAINE LONG-DEPAQUIT 2018  

Score  

93-94 

A very attractive nose with aromas of wet chalk and lemons, as well 
as spiced pastry. The palate has a very attractive depth of lemon-
cream flavor and a super smooth resolve. Refined, powerful and 
attractive Chablis here. Drink over the next six years.  

ALBERT BICHOT CHABLIS 1ER CRU LES BEUGNONS DOMAINE LONG-DEPAQUIT 2018 

Score  

91-92 

Beautiful dried meadow flowers and flinty nuances, too. There’s a 
very fresh and attractively succulent, ripe palate here with bright 
lemon pastry to close. Drink over the next five years.  

ALBERT BICHOT CHABLIS 1ER CRU LES LYS DOMAINE LONG-DEPAQUIT 2018 

Score  

91-92 

This has a very vivid array of melon and peaches on offer with a super 
fresh, lemon and green mango-flavored palate that delivers some 
savory cashews and almond bread at the finish. Very focused. Drink 
on release or hold.  

ALBERT BICHOT CHABLIS 1ER CRU LES VAILLONS DOMAINE LONG-DEPAQUIT 2018  

Score  

92-93 

This has such fleshy and attractively ripe peach and lemon aromas 
with a palate that’s so precisely carved into shape, offering smooth-
honed, rich, acid-cut lemons and white peaches. Some light hazelnut 
bread to close. Drink on release or hold.  

Score  

92-93 

Such pristine aromas of lemons, quite essence-like, with background 
flintiness. The palate has a very sleek and succulent feel with very 
concentrated grapefruit and lemon biscuit to close. Drink over the 
next six to eight years.  

ALBERT BICHOT CHABLIS 1ER CRU MONTMAINS DOMAINE LONG-DEPAQUIT 2018 

ALBERT BICHOT CHABLIS 1ER CRU LES VAUCOPINS DOMAINE LONG-DEPAQUIT 2018 

Score  

92-93 

The grilled-lemon and spiced peach-pastry aromas are super fresh. 
The palate has a very sleek and attractively fleshy core of peaches 
and lemons with a smoothly delivered palate that offers so much 
flavor. Drink over the next five years.  

Wine taster : Nick Stock, senior editor 
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ALBERT BICHOT CHABLIS GRAND CRU LES BOUGROS DOMAINE LONG-DEPAQUIT 2018 

Score

92-93 

Such an impressive cru with superior integration of aroma, 
flavor and texture. The nose offers lemon pastry and oyster 
shell with wet stones. The palate has spiced-biscuit, lemon and 
white-peach flavors that hold long and succulent. Drink over the 
next seven years.  

ALBERT BICHOT CHABLIS GRAND CRU LES BLANCHOTS DOMAINE LONG-DEPAQUIT 2018 

Score

93-94 

Super fragrant and attractively ripe peach aromas with a very 
lively and pure attitude. The palate offers such attractive and 
succulent ripe peaches and a sleeve of lemon, piercing right 
through to the long, fresh finish. Drink over the next five years.  

ALBERT BICHOT CHABLIS GRAND CRU LES PREUSES DOMAINE LONG-DEPAQUIT 2018 

Score

93-94 

This is a very succulent Chablis with intense, crushed wet stones 
and a swathe of spiced lemon biscuit, as well as a strong lemon-
peel note on the nose. The palate has a very supple and intense, 
lime and lemon core with such great depth and drive. 
Impressive wine. Drink over the next six to eight years.  

ALBERT BICHOT CHABLIS GRAND CRU LES VAUDÉSIRS DOMAINE LONG-DEPAQUIT 2018 

Some attractively toasty oak makes an appearance here, while 
the fruit is in the yellow-grapefruit, lemon and peach-custard 
zone. The palate has a very rich feel with so much flavor. The 
depth really is convincing, driving so long on the finish. Drink 
over the next eight years.  

Score

93-94 

ALBERT BICHOT CHABLIS GRAND CRU LES CLOS DOMAINE LONG-DEPAQUIT 2018 

Score

94-95 

This has very attractive grapefruit and gently flinty, stony notes 
with oyster shell, lemon juice and a backdrop of gently toasty 
oak spice. The palate offers some very composed, succulent and 
intensely concentrated citrus fruit that just holds and holds and 
holds. Spectacular length and purity here. Drink over the next 
decade.  

Wine taster : Nick Stock, senior editor 
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Revue du Vin de France 

SPÉCIAL MILLÉSIME 2018    

Volnay 1er Cru Les Santenots 2018 
Domaine du Pavillon 

16/20 
Sa bouche pulpeuse et dense, à la texture fine, s’appuie sur 
des tanins délicats et mûrs. 

Chablis Grand Cru Les Blanchots 2018 
Domaine Long-Depaquit 

16/20 
Jus effilé, du volume et de la fraîcheur. Son allonge le 
distingue. 

Chambertin Grand Cru 2018 
Domaine du Clos Frantin 

19-19,5/20 
Nez finement épicé (fraise des bois et rose 
poivrée). La fraîcheur se retrouve en bouche, 
juteuse et friande, pleine de vitalité. Superbe 
éclat du fruit, atypique pour le millésime, 
dans ce vin parfaitement proportionné, qui 
respecte le terroir. 

Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru 2018 
Domaine du Clos Frantin 

17,5-18/20 

Joli nez de fruits frais : bouche mûre portée 
par une tension acidulée. La vivacité de ce vin 
est remarquable dans le contexte du 
millésime. Profil précoce, très soigné, finale 
étoffée mais juteuse. 

Echezeaux Grand Cru 2018 
Domaine du Clos Frantin 

17-17,5/20 
Nez floral et fruit juteux pour ce vin porté par 
de petits tanins réglissés. Expressif et 
complet : on aime la vitalité de sève de ce vin 
déjà très en place. 

Clos de la Roche Grand Cru 2018 

17,5-18/20 

Touches de menthe fraîche et de cerise noire 
dans ce vin frais, élancé et raffiné, dont le 
fruit moelleux intègre à merveille des tanins 
croquants. Très persistant, assez précoce, il 
joue sur la finesse plus que sur la puissance. 
Saluons aussi le Latricières-Chambertin. 
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